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Dick, 8\',ord in hand, stood in front of tho "Liberty Boys." "The line between those two flags is the
·
dead line," he called out to the redcoats; "cross it, if you dare :"
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No. 21. HOW TO HUNT A ' D FISH.-T he most complete
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full int>tructions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
toget her with description s of game and fish.
- 'o. 2G. HOW 1'0 RO"V, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-F ully
Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
illu ~trate d.
Fu ll instruct ions are given in this little book, together with instrw:·tions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
- ' o. 47. I-IOY\7 'l'O BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE. A com plete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
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No. 48. IIOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES .-A bandy
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No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.- 'l'he great book of magic an
card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card trick
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of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed
our leading magicians ; every boy should obtain a copy of this boo
as it will both amu e and instruct.
No. 22. now 'l'O DO SECOND SIGIIT.-H eller's seconJ sigh
explained by his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining ho1
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boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The onl
authentic explanatio n of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A l\IAGICIA N.-Contai ning th
grandest assortmen t of magical illusions ever placed before th
public. Also tricks with ca rds. incantation s, etc.
No. 68. IIOW 'l'O DO CIIE:\HCA L TlUCKS. -Containi ng ove
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemical
By A. Anderson. Handsome ly illustrateJ .
No. 6!.J. HOW 'l'O DO SLEIGHT OF IIAND.-C ontaining ove
fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also contain
ing the secret of seconcl sight. Fully illustrated . By A. Anderso1
No. 70. HOW 'l'O MAKE l\IAGIC TOYS.-C ontaining ful
directions fo,· making ::iJagic Toys and devices of many kiBds. B
A. Anderson. Full.v illust.-ated .
No. 73. HOW 'l'O DO TRICKS WITH NUl\fBERS.-Showiu~pl
many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A •
Anderson. Fully illustrated .
No. 75. HOW 'l'O BECOl\IE A CON JUROR. - Contain in'
tricks with Dominos, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Emhraciug1
thirty-six illustration s. By A. Anderson .
No. 78. HOW 'l'O DO 'rIIE BLACK ART.-Co ntaining a con
plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hane
together with many wonderfu l experimen ts. Br A. AndertiOl
Illustrated .
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No. 2!l. HOW 'l'O BECOJ\IE AN INVENT OR.-Eve ry bo)
then
should know how inventions originated. This book exp lainsoptic
all, giving examples iu electricity, hydraulics , magneti rn,
pub!
book
pneumatics, me~ hanics, et ... ., etc. 'l'he most instructive
Ii shed.
No. 50. HOW TO BECOl\IE AN ENGlNEE R.-Contai ning fu ll
instruction s how to proceed in order to become a locomotive en
gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive ; togethe
with a full description of ev<'rything an engineer should know.
No. 57. now 'l'O l\IAKE i\H'SICAL INSTRUl \IENTS.- Ful
directions how to make a Baujo, Violin, Zither·, lEolian Harp, Xylo
phone and other musical in trnmenls; together with a brief de
scription of nearly ever.v musical instn1men t used in ancient o
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S . .E'itzgerald
for twenty years bandmaste1 · of the Royal Bengal Marines.
No. 59. HOW TO .M AKE .A ::i'.IAGIC LANTER N.-Conta inin,
a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention
Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsome !.
illustrated . By John Allen.
No. 7t. HOW TO DO llIECIIAN ICAL TRICKS. -Containi u n
complete instruction s for performing over sixty Mechanica l Tri ck ·
By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.

- 'o. Ii. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLET E.-Giving full inslruetion for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars,
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good,
healthy muscle: containing ove1· sixty illustration s. Every boy can
b<'eome Btrong anJ healthy by following the instruction s contained'
iu this littl!' book.
No. 10. HO"' TO BOX.-Th e art of self-defens e made easy.
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sample letters f01· instruction .
to card trkks: of card trieks with ordinary cards, and not requiring . No.giving
53. HOW TO WRITE LE'l''I'ER S.-A .wonderful littl
sll'ii::ht-of-hand : of tricks involving sleight-of-h and, or the use of book,
telling you how to write to yot~r sweetheart , your father,
With illustra~pe1·ially pre pared curd . B .v Professot· Haffner.
mother sister, brother, employer; and, m fact, everybody and any·
t ion,.
wish to write to. Every young man and every youn
. 'o. 1~. HOW 'l'O DO SIX'l'Y 'rRICKS WITH CARDS.~Em- body iny~u
the land should have this book.
bral'inir all of the late ·t and most deceptive card tricks, with ii- lady
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(Con tinued on page 3 of cover.)
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NEW YORK, AUGUST l, 1902.
CHAPTER I.
SUMPTER AND HIS BAND.

One afternoon in the early part of August, of the year
80, a party of men were lying on the grass in a beautiful
ttle glen amid the hills of Northern South Carolina.
ear at hand rolled the waters of the Catawba River, and
ack a ways, in the other direction, many horses were graz·ng contentedly.
There wer~ perhaps two .hundred of the men, and they
i'\·ere a somewhat nondescrip-looking lot. They were dressd in almost as many styles as there were men, but the
redominating dress was the rough homespun blue, so
ommon in those days, and the work of the wives, sisters
and daughters of t.he settlers of the region. Some of the
men wore suits made of the skins qf wild animals, and ·
nearly all wore squirrel-skin caps, with the tail streaming
iown the back.
\
, On the ground, within easy reach of each and every
'•nan, was a long, business-lik'e appearing rifle, and many
~f the men had pistols thrust in their belts, while not .a
ew wore swords.

~f

~ These men comprised the partisan band under the leaderihip of Sumpter, then almost as famous throughout the
I
llouth as Francis llfarion, the "Swamp Fox." Indeed, the
, wo often worked together, being the best of friends, and
l
:he same dauntless spirit operating to draw them together
1rhen there was work to be done that was too heavy for the
;
I
ne party.
The men were Jalking and smoking, and they were evi'' .ently enjoying themselves
'•
very much. They were brave
: len, ;md men who had no thought · of the morrow; they
f
.ad learned by sad experience that for each one of them
-t was possible that there would be no to-morrow.
Suddenly, as t.he men lay there, they heard the sentinel
-. ail some one:
~ "Halt! Who comes there?" .
The men listened but did not hear any reply. Presently,
~

.

l
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howeYer, the bushes parted at one side of the little glen and
a boy of twelve or thirteen years stepped i~to view.
The boy was a homely looking little fellow, was very
r oughly dressed in blue homespun~ showing the signs of
much wear, was barefooted and had on a squirrel cap, such.
ai:: was worn by the partisans lying near by on the ground.
"Hello, sonny!" said one of the men, lazily, blowing a
smoke-ring in the air. "Who air you ?"
"I'm Andy Jackson," was the reply.
"A11dy Jackson, hey?"
"Yes, sir."
"Whar d'ye live?"
" I live around here, sir."
"Ye live aroun' beer? Don' ye hev no settled place uvlivin', sonny?"
"No, sir, I haven't any parents or any home."
"Oh, that's it?"
"Yes."
"Waal, whut d'ye want beer?"
"I want to see the commander of your force, sir."
"Oh, thet's whut ye want?"
"Yes, sir."
The man rose to a sitting posture, while his comrades·
eyed the barefooted boy lazily, and pointed to a man sit-ting over at the farther side of the camp, engaged in looking over some papers.
"See ther man lookin' at ther papers?" the guerilla .
asked.
"Yes, sir."
"Thet's our commander. "
"Thank you.; what's his name?"
"Tom Sumpter."
The boy walked across the encampment and paused in
front of the man who was looking at the papers. Thomas .
Sumpter was a large, rawboned man, with an aggressive
but rather pleasant-looking face, and presently he glanced1
up and saw the boy standing there. He looked the boy over ·
quietly and quickly, and then said, not unkindly :
"Wl10 are ):ou ?"

2
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"Yes, they are. I beard Rome of them talking abo~=
\
"My nnme is Andy Jackson, sir."
going bunting and fishing, and haYing a good time whil/
"Well, And}, what can I do for you?"
8
j they were stationed there."
"Nothing, sir."
"And you think it is a permanent post?"
")fothing ?"
"\Yell, I'm sure they intend to stay !I- >reek or more '
"No; I thought that perhaps I might do something for
e
anywlly."
you."
Sumpter was silent a few moments, evidently ponderinfl
"Ah!" with a searching glance at the boy. "You
'
and then he looked up ..
thought you might do something for me?"
"You are a patriot, my boy?" he asked.
"Yes, sir."

I

"I am!" was the prompt reply.
"What?"
"How did you know my party was here?"
The boy hesitated an instant, glanced around and then
"I was out hunting a cow which had strayed away fro1
asked:
the home of the man I was working for, and I happen '
"You are Thomas Sumpter?"
to see you as you were riding through the timber. I Mi
"Yes, my boy."
lowed, and saw you go into camp, and when I had fou
"And these are your men?"
the cow and driven her home, I came here to see ym
"Yes."
for I suspected that you were a patriot band."
"They are patriots?"
"You have done well, my boy. I am much obliged
The man hesitated and eyed the boy closely for a few
you for the informatio n which you have brought me."
moments, and then he nodded.
<
"You are welcome, sir."
"Yes, they are patriots," he aGknowledged.
ansay
you
Did
ask:
to
wish
I
"There is one question
"Good! then I have- some informatio n for you."
to the man for whom you have been working, ab01
thing
"What is it?"
seeing us ?"
"I can tell you where there is a force of redcoats."
The boy shook bis head.
Thomas Sumpter started, and an eager look appeared
"No, sir," he replied.
in his eyes.
"Why did you not do so?"
"You can?" he interrogated.
"For the reason that he is a Tory, and I did not wa·
"Yes."
him to know anything about you for fear he would ta!
'' \Yhere is this force of redcoats?"
the news to the British, when he takes the load of produ·
"Do you know where Hanging Rock is?"
in the morning."
'l'he partisan chief nodded.
"That was right; you are a bright boy, Andy."
"Yes."
I The boy blushed, but said nothing. It was evident tb
"Well, the redcoats are there."
1 Jte was not one who would be easily spoiled by flattery.
"How many are _there, do you know?"
' Sumpter was silent a few moments, thinking, and th1
"There is a. whole regiment."
said :
"So many as that?"
"How would you like to be of still further use to 1l
"Yes, sir."
"How do you know this?"
"I was there and saw them."
"You were there ?"
"I was."
"When?"
"Yesterda y."
"How came you to be there?"
"I went with a neighbor to help him. He took a load of
produce there to sell it to the soldiers."
"So that is how you happened to be there, is it?"
"Yes, sir."
"But perhaps it was only a temporary camp of the red· coats. They rnny not be there now."

Imy boy?"
I "I would like it, first rate," was the prompt reply, aj

the eager look in th,e boy's eyes showed that he meant wl: ·
he said.
"Very well; you can be of considerable use to me if y.
wish to be."
"You have only to tell me how, sir. I shall be oti.ly t•
glad to do anylhing that I can to in any way help t
great cause."
"What I wish you to do is this: To return to the oo
hen he ta.
of the farmer and go with him to-morro
the load of produce -to sell to the redcoats."
"Yes."
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[l "And while you are at the encampment, make the very
ist use you can of your eyes."
" I will do it, sir."
"Take note of everything. Notice where the sentinels
e stationed and whether or not there are any points
ere it would b_e possible to approach without being seen."
"Yes, sir."
"You will do tllis ?"
"I will."
. The boy's eyes shone. It was evident that he was glad
!
:rf have something 0£ importance to do.
:J "Very weJl; but be very careful not to do anything to
>fing down suspicion on your head, my boy."
11 "I will be careful."
~ "You will in reality be a patriot spy, an.a a spy in the
iemy's camp is always in great danger."
~ "I 1.'Tiow that, sir; but I don't think they will suspect
·~. I am only. a boy, and was there yester.day."
"True. Well, I hope you will not be suspected."
·i" I don't tbink I will be."
~
soon as you cau do so, after coming back to-morrow,
lime and bring me the news you have secured, my boy."
"I will do so; will you be here?"
"Yes, at this same spot."
,"Very well; and I want to ask a favor of you, sir."
· HWbat is it?"
~ "I want fa ask you to let me go with you when you go
attack the British."
Sumpter, grim and stern 0£ demeanor, looked at the boy
triously and with an amused twinkle in bis eyes.
,"Why do you wish to go with us?" he asked.
, "I want a chance to fight against the redcoats."
I ,"You wish to fight the redcoats?"
I "Yes, sir."
LI " What do you think you could do ?"
"I can shoot as good as any man, sir."
r "Ah, you can?"
1 "Yes, sir."
_"And you really wish to fight for the great cause?"
"I do!"
"But you are only a boy."
t " I know that; but I can fight, and I will, too! You
, st give me the chance and I'll stick to it as long as any
1
your men do."
r- Sumpter laughed
" .All right," he said; "you shall go with us, and when
comes to a fight you may go in and show the redcoats
hat a boy can do ."
" Thank you, sir.

~-"'As

r

.
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Then the boy took his departure, and as soon as he had
disappeared Sumpter called a tall, grizzled man to him
and said:
"Follow the boy, secretly; see where he goes and what he
does, and return and report."
"All right, Tom."
Then the tall, gaunt man plunged into the timber at
the same point where the boy had disappeared, and was
out of sight in a twinkling
Then Sumpter motioned to another man. The fellow
was, like the other, tall and gaunt, but he had a shrewd
face . and . keen eyes, as w<Jl as an air of alertness that
proved he was wide awake.
"Jeff," said Sumpter, "I have a task for you."
"Yas ?" was the imperturbable reply.
." It irs a difficult fask."
"Whut is et?" Evidently the man called J eff did not
believe in beating about the bush.
"I want you to find the 'Swamp Fox' and have him and
his band here by this time to-morrow evening, if possible.''
"All right; enny other instruckshuns ?"
"No, that is all. Find Marwn and his men and ge-tthem here on time; that is/ all you have to do, and you
may do it in your own way."
"All right; I'll git 'em heer ef theer is enny sech thing
ez doin' uv et."

.

Then the gaunt mountaineer turned and strode away,
disappearing amid the trees at the farther side of the glen.
"I think that we shall be able to strike the British a
barcl blow!" said Sumpter to himself, with a satisfied smile.

CHAPTER II.
i. ·.~;~

ANDY PROVES HIMSELl!' A BRAVE BOY.

The boy who hacl visited the patriot partisan's camp.
made his way through the timber at a rapid walk, and
.fifteen minutes later came to a farmhouse standing in a
little valley. This was the home of David Winter, the
farmer for whom the boy was working.
'l'he man was out in the barnyard when the boy put
in an appearance, and was evidently angry.
"Whur ye be'n?" he asked.
"I've been look~ng for a good place to fish," was thereply.
" Humph ! Hain't ye got nothin' else ter do .but fish ?'f·

4
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"Yes; but when I have any

have fo;und what I think is a fine place."
"Bah! Fish around fur er bucket and git ter work
milkin'."
The boy picked up a pail and went to work. He was
used to the grumblings of Dave Winter, and did not pay
much attention to what he said.
When the milking was d()ne the two went ahead with
the other work, and when the chores were all finished
they went to the house and ate supper, which was ready
when ~hey got there.
An hour later the family was in bed, for the farmer
said he wanted tcr get an early start next morning.
They were up bright and early, and the man and the
boy were ha.rd at work loading the wagon with the produce
which it was their intention to take to Hanging Rock to

Winters, what are you doing? Come along here and hel
!he."
"The captain of your regiment is calling you," said tl
soldier, smiling.
"Yes; and I have to obey orders the same as you dio1
replied Andy, with a grin.
"That's the way it goes, my boy; the world is made (
two classes, officers and privates; the officers boss and
privates obey orders. That's all there is to it."
Andy hastened back to the wagon, where he was tre~t

was a three-hour trip. The British encampment was reached at last, however, and the work of selling the produce
was begun. Ai first the work was brisk, for the soldiers
\Vere eager to buy, but when the rush subside~ somewhat
and there was not much doing, the boy climbed down out
of the wagon and made his way through the encampment,
looking about him curiously. To the casual observer it
would have seemed as if the boy was simply satisfying
a natural boyish curiosity to see how the soldiers lived in
camp, but the fact of the matter was that Andy was making
-careful observations for future use.
Of course, the redcoats did not suspect, and they spoke
i:o him pleasantly, and some joked him.
"Row would you like to be a soldier, sonny?" asked one.
"Oh, I think I would like it, first rate," was the reply.
"Guess you'll have to grow a few inches before you go
into the army."
"I suppose so, sir."
Andy told himself that he would have time to grow two
or three feet before he would go into the British army.
"Army life isn't very pleasant," the redcoat said.
"Isn't it?"
"No. This is all right, being in camp with nothing to
--do but take it easy and eat and drink, and laugh and talk;
but when the time comes for marching and fighting, it
isn't so funny."
"No, I suppose not."

ther colonel of ther regiment."
"All right, sir."
"I wanter see ef he intends ter stay beer very long, s~
ter know whether I kin count on ther sojers fur customer

to a scolding.
"'Where you be'n ?" the man growled.
"Oh, just looking around."
"Humph! Whut good d'ye think thet'll do ye?"
"Oh, no good in particular," the boy replied; but
himself he said that he thought it might do consideral.
sell to the British.
When this had been finished they went to the house and good when the time came for him to lead the patri1
~
ate break~ast, after which tliey went ou~ and harnessed partisan force to the spot.
"Waal, don' go erway erg'in."
the team and hitched it to the wagon. Then they drove
"Very well."
away in the direction of Hanging Rock.
"Ye stay right heer in ther waggin while I go an'
this
wagon
loaded
the
It was a trip of ten miles, and with

•

"Yes, sir."
"An' don' let none uv 'em hev ennythin' onless th
pays ye fur et, d'ye beer?"
"Yes, sir; I'll see that they don't get any of the s
without paying for it."
Then Ur. Winters climbed down and walked to a te
whid1. stood at the farther end of the encampn'Ient, a
entered.
No sooner had the man disappeared from sight than i
evil-faced soldier, with the marks of dissipation _on l:
face; approached the wagon.
"Hello, sonny!" he said.
"Good morning," was the reply.
. "rd like to buy some vegetables, my boy."
"Yery well, sir; what kinds do you want?" •
'·Ob, potatoes and cabbage, I guess."
"How much of each?"
"A peck of potatoes and a_ head of cabbage."
The boy measured out the potatoes and placed them i
· bag which the man had brought, and then handed him
head of cabbage.
"Four shillings, please," he said.
The soldier made no reply, but started to walk awi
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"Hold on!" cried Andy. "You didn't pa,)f me for the on the impulse of the moment he drew the· oicl pistol'. amd
leveled it.
:potatoes and cabbage!"
"Stop !'Z he cried, in such tones of command as to eause
The redcoat stopped and half turned.
the redcoat to obey. And when the fellow turned bis head:
"What's that you say?" he asked.
and saw himself covered by the pistol in the boy's hand
"I say you didn't pay me for those things."
his face paled. He was, like all bullies, a coward, and he
"Yes, I did," the. soldier declared.
"I am sorry to dispute your word, sir, but you did not was afraid the boy might shoot him.
"W-what d-do y-you m-mean ?" he stammere_d.
-pay me," the boy said, firmly, and a number of soldiers who
"I mean that you must pay me for the potatoes and
were within hearing distance drew nearer and the boy,
who was a shrewd fellow, was sure that the majority "did not cabbage."
To say that the spectators were astonished is putting it
believe their comrade had paid.
"That fellow is a robber," the boy said to himself, "and mildly. They were staring at the boy in open-mouthed
he thinks that as I am only a boy he can get away without amazement. There were no looks of anger to be seen,
however. It was evident that the soldier v;ho was trying
paying me for the things."
"Do you mean to say I lie?" cried the soldier, angrily. to secure the vegetables without paying for them was not
a favorite.
I t was plainly his intention to try to scare the boy.
"B-but I did p-pay you for the things!"
"I don't say you lie, sir, but I do say that you have
Andy shook his head.
cabbage."
and
potatoes
the
not paid for
"You did not, and you, know it!"
There was an audible snicker from some of the men.
"I laid the money on the side of the wagon bed," said
grit,
and
coolness
boy's
the
They could not help admiring
.and the neat manner in which he had avoided calling the lhe soldier, his assurance returning to him.
Andy shook his head again.
soldier a liar, outright, yet had practically done so, amused
"I hate to dispute your word," he said, quietly; "but I
them, while at the same time arousing their admiration.
say that you are mistaken."
must
Th€ soldier knew what his comrades were snickering
"No, I am not."
about, and it made him angry. He strode back to the
"Where is the money now, then?"
wagon and shO?k his fist at Andy.
"You must have picked it up."
"Don't you dare say that again!" he hissed. "If you
"I did nothing of the kind."
do--"
"Then look in the bottom of the wagon-bed; it must
"But I will say it again," said the boy, promptly; "it
is the truth, and I have a right to tell the truth. You have fallen down."
The soldier's purpose was to throw the boy off his guard
haven't paid me for the potatoes and cabbage, and I want
getting him to lower his eyes to look for the money,
by
the money or the things back."
when he would draw his own pistol and turn the tables.
"Oh, you do, eh?"
But Andy was too smart for that. He knew the fellow
"Yes."
"Well, I'll tell you what it is, if you weren't a boy I'd was lying, that he had not placed the money on the sid~
kill you; but, as it is, I forgive you and will overlook your of the wagon-bed, and so he did not make any search for
the mythical silver pieces. Instead he kept his eyes fixed
insolence. But don't repeat it."
on the redcoat's face and said, sternly:
"I want the four shilli;ngs, sir."
"Come, hurry up ! I want the pay for the potatoes and
Andy spoke calmly and firmly.
cabbage, or I want you to put them back in the wagon."
The soldier glared.
The soldier was disappointed, and his face showed it.
"Go to blazes and get your four shillings!" he growled,
His scheme to get the better of the boy had failed. What
and turned on his heel and strode away.
But the redcoat was dealing with a remarkable boy. should he clo? He did not want to give up the vegetables,
Andy Jackson, young as he was, did not know the meaning nor did he wish to pay for them; but there did not seem
of the word fear, and, m~reover, he was a boy who would to be any way of getting out of doing one or the other.
stand up for his rights as long as he was able to stand at He believed the boy would shoot if he tried to make off
all. In his pocket was a . pistol. It was an old, rattle- with the produce without paying for it, for there was somet rap affair, but the boy had used it a good deal, shooting thing in his eyes that said so very plainly. Finally he
at squirrels and woodchucks, and was a good shot. Acting turned to his comrades who were standing near:
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"Jim," he said to one of the~, "lend me fci.ur shillings,
will you?"
"Look on the ground underneath where you laid the
silver pieces, Muggins," was the reply, in a dry tone of
voice; "doubtless you will :find them."
"Yes, look for them, Muggins !"was the cry, and while
he well knew that his comrades did not believe be had
placed any silver pieces on the wagon-bed, he was forced,
in order to carry the affair out and keep up appearances,
i.o get down and pretend to make a search for the mythical
silver pieces.
He did not waste much time, however, and presently
arose from his hands and knees and shook his head.
"I can't find them," he said.
"'rhat's too bad, lluggins !" said the one addressed as
Jim. His tone was mock sympathetic in the extreme, and
"
bis comrades followed his lead and said, "Yes, yes! It's
too bad, Muggins !"
"Lend me the four shillings, Jim," said Muggins, who
was very angry, but did not dare show it.
"Oh, well, anything to accommodate you, hluggins," said
Jim, with a smile; "I must say, however, that the potatoes
and cabbage are rather costly, as they cost you four shillings
and me four shillings."
"I'll pay the money back," in a growling voice; "it
won't cost you anything."
"I hope it will turn out that way."
Tom handed hluggins the silver pieces and the soldier
tossed them into the wagon-be<l, and, turning on his heel,
v.-alked away.
Andy returned the pistol to his pocket just as Mr.
Winters returned, and the farmer, noticing the act, asked:
"Wbut ye be'n <loin' with thet ole pistil, Andy?"
"Been collecting pay for some potatoes and cabbage, sir,"
was the quiet reply as he stooped and picked up the silver
pieces and handed them to the farmer.
The redcoats standing around laughed, and one vouchsafed an explanation.
"Your son is all right, sir," he said ; "he made one of
our fellows pay for some produce, when he had no intention
of paying."
"But this hain't my son," said Mr. Winters.
"Isn't he?"
"No."
"Well, you might well be proud to call him your son.
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the soldier went ahead and explained, and he added that
Muggins was a dissolute, unreliable fellow, and that he
bad got only what he deserved.
"He waited till you went away," the soldier furtherexplained, with a smile, "and then thought to get some
provisions without paying for them. He supposed he would
have no trouble brow-beating the boy into letting him go
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with the stuff."
'.'But he caught a Tartar!" remarked another, with a
laugh, in which all joined.
Mr. Winters was amazed. "Ye wuz er fool, Andy,"
he said; "ye might hev got er bullet through ye."
"Well, you left me in charge, with instructions not to·
let anybody have anything without paying for it, and I
was simply doing what you told me to do, sir."
"He was obeying orders, sir," said one of the redcoats;.
"he would make a great soldier if he was a few years.

I

older."

I
CHAPTER III.
A FUTURE PRESIDENT.

By two o'clock-all the produce was disposed of and Mr.
Winters and Andy started home. Neither was much of a
hand for talking, so not much was said as they rode along.
About the only remark made was by Mr. Winters, who
suddenly gave utterance to a chuckle, and slapping his
pocket till the silver contained therein rattled and jingled,
said :
"I got er mighty good price fur my stuff, Andy. I
guess ez how't ef ther British stay theer at Hangin' Rock er
month, ez they air :figgerin' on <loin', I'll mighty nigh git
rich offen 'em I"
"They have plenty of money to buy provisions with, I
guess, sir," the boy replied.
"Yas, they hev thet. They air fixed er leetle diffrunt
frum whut ther rebel sojers usuerally air."
"You are right about that, too," the boy coincided; "the
patriot soldiers don't have much money to spend."
"No, mighty leetle; an' thet's in paper stuff thet hain't
wuth ther paper et's writ on."
Andy made no reply, so they rode onward for two hours
in silence. Then, while yet two miles from Mr. Winters'
He is a brave boy."
" But ye say he made wun uv your comrades pay fur home, they were treated to a surprise. They heard the
sound of h~ofbeats behind them, and, looking back, they
.
some produce?" in wondering tones.
"He did that- at the muzzle of his pistol." And then saw a party of horsemen approaching. There were at
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"Well, in that case, perhaps you will have no objection
least a hundred in the party, and they were not redcoats
the two knew, for they did not '\\ear the British uniform. to giving me some information."
"Ef I kin do et, mister."
Indeed, the horsemen were dresseq in the ordinary citizen's
"I wish to know if you have lately seen any rebel particlothing of the day, and as they drew nearer it was seen
that they were young fellows of an average age of perhaps san forces in this part of the country?"
"Ye mean gangs like Sumpter's er Pickens' er Manineteen or twenty years.
"Who'n blazes kin they be?" said the farmer, in a low rion's ?"
"Yes."
mice.
The farmer shook his head.
"I don"t know," replied the boy.
''No, I hain't seen none uv 'em."
"I'll bet they air rebels !"
Andy, as may well be supposed, was taking e>erything
"\fhat makes you think so?"
in. He was sure that the strangers were patriots, and he
"Oh, I dunno; they look like rebels, I think."
would have been glad to tell the young leader that he knew
"They are rather bright-looking fellows."
where there was a patriot partisan force, but he did not
"Jlfostly young chaps, hain't they?"
wish to do so, for he was weH aware that Ur. Winters
"Yes."
By this time the party of horsemen was close at hand, had lied when he said he was neutral; he was a Tory, and
that, and the boy did not wish him to
and a few moments later the horsemen were on both sideE a strong one at
a patriot force in Hrn neighborhood,
was
of the wagon. They had been riding at a gallop, but now know that there
reason that he knew the man would carry
they slowed down to a walk, and one who seemed to be the for the very good
the information straight to the redc,?ats on the morrow
leader looked at i.he farmer keenly and asked:
when he went there with produce.
"Do you live in these parts, sir?"
"I must manage, somehow, to let this young fellow know,
"Yas," was the reply. Mr. Winters was eyeing the horsemen, searchingly and curiously, and so answered as briefly however," the boy said to himself.
"Have you heard of any such parties having been in
as possible.
this locality recently?". the young stranger asked.
"How far from here do you live?"
":No, I hain't heerd tell uv enny sech parties bein' in ther
" 'Bout two miles."
localerty, mister."
"Straight ahead?"
•
"What is your name?" was the next question.
"Yas."
"Dave Winters, mister."
"How are things in these parts-quiet ?"
"Very well, 1\Ir. Winters; would you object to our camp"Waal, yes, purty quiet."
ing near your home and staying over night? Our horses
"Tories and rebels fighting each other much?"
h3.ve been ridden hard and far and are tired, and so are
"No, not so very much."
"That's good; it is a bad thing for neighbors to fall out we, for that matter."
Now, the farmer would much rather the strangers would
and fight each other just because they have a little different idea regarding how the Government should be run." go on their way, but of course he did not think it best to
"Yas, yer right; but theer bain't very menny rebeJs say so, so he made a virtue of what be considered to be
necessity, and said that he would be glad to have them camp
in these parts."
"Oh_, there aren't?"
'nNo; the people is mostly loyal ter tber king."
"I suppose you are a loyalist, then?"
:Mr. Winters twisted about on the seat and looked uncomfortable.
•
"Waal, ye see et's this beer way," be said, after a few
moments, during which time he bad run his eyes over the
faces of the horsemen nearest the wagon: "I don' jes' know
whur I do stan' on this beer question." ·
"So that's it? You are neutral, then?"
"Yas, thet's et; I'm nootral."

near bis house.
"Thank you, sir; and if you have some extra provisions
in the way of meat or vegetables, or both, we shall be glad
to have them and will pay you your own price."
"I guess I kin spar' ye er lettle sumthin'," said Mr .
Winters, but there was not much cordiality in the tone.
'rhere was no more conversation for several minutes,
and then the farmer asked:
"Who may ye fellers be, sir, et I hain't axin' too much?"
"Oh, we are a party of young fellows who thought w~
would take a trip just to ha>e some sport," was the careless
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reply. It was evident that the young man was not going no uniforms, so thet makes me know they hain't
soldiers."
"I'll wager they are patriots!" said Andy to himself,
"Yes."
"Oh, I hope so ! ''
"An' ef ye notussed, ther feller didn' hev much ter say
1
The house came in sight, just then, and Mr. Winters erbout 'imself."
pointed to it and said :
"You are right; he didn't have much to say."
"Thar's whur I liv'."
"No; an' I'll bet ther fellers air rebels!"
"Ah, that's where you live, eh?" the young leader of the
"It may be as you say; but still they may be neutral ap_d
party remarked.
not rebels or loyalists either."
"Yas."
"I don't think thet; but say, Andy."
They were soon at the house and the farmer, while wait"Well?"
ing for Andy to open the gate to let him drive into the
"How would ye like ter try ter :fin' out fur shore erbout
barnyard, said :
ther fellers?"
"Thar's er leetle brook erbout two hµnderd yards down
"I don't know; how could I do it?"
ther road, an' thar's plenty uv nice grass thar. I hev a
"W'y, ye could go down thar an' tork ter 'em. I don'
idee ye'd like et fur er campin' place."
think they would be suspishus uv ye, er boy, an' they might
"Thank you,'' was the reply; "we'll go and take a look.
say sumthin' ez'd tell }'e whut they air."
I think likely, from your description, that it will be just
"Yes_, you are right; that might wo_;k,'' .Andy admitted.
the place for us."
The horsemen rode onward down the road till they came The truth was th&it this was exactly what be wished to do.
to the brook, and as the timber was open and the ground Had Mr. Winters not suggested it he would have d~ne it,
';Vas carpeted with grass it was decided that the place would anyway, but would have waited till after dark and kept
do splendidly for a camp. This having been settled the the matter a secret from the farmer; but now he could g~
youths leaped to the ground and proceeded to unbricUe and openly, and while the farmer would think he was going
unsaddle the horses. This done the animals were led down to try to :find out about the strangers in order to secure the
to the brook and allowed to drink, and then they were information for him, the boy would, in reality, be fu thertied with long ropes which allowed them plenty of room to ing his own plans by first :finding out whether or not the
Rfrangers ~ere patriots, and then if they were to tell them
iraze.
~Ieantime Mr. Winters and Andy were engaged in un- that Sumpter, the partisan leader, and his men were in
hitching and putting their horses in the stable. And while. ramp not two miles distant.
so engaged they were talking.
"I think et'll work, all right," said the farmer; "I want
"Whut d'ye think uv them fellers, Andy?" the _man ye ter try et, ennyhow."
asked.
"Al~ right."
"How do you mean, sir?" was the reply.
"Ef them fellers is rebels I wanter know et."
"I mean, who an' whut d'ye think they air?"
"Of course; and so do I."
"I don't know."
"Ef they air rebels, w'y, I'll try ter git ther news ter
"They air strangers in these parts."
ther British at Hangin' Rock, an' then they kin send sum
"Yes, so thcj are."
men beer an' attack ther strang~rs."
"I :p-ever seen er wun uv 'em afore in all my life, an'
"Yes; but how could you get the information to the
I've lived beer fur yeers, an' know all ther peeple whut British?"
lives in :fifteen miles uv beer."
1
"Send et."
"Oh, I guess they are strangers, sir."
"Who by?"
"Yas, thar hain't no doubt erbout et; an' d'ye know,
"\\T'y, you, of course."
~
Andy," lowering his voice, "I berleeve they air rebels!"
"Oh, yes, you could do that. Well, I'll go down to the
The boy pretended to be surprised. He was sure the strangers' camp, pretty soon, and see if I can learn anyyoun'g strangers were patriots, but he did not want Mr. thing."
Winters to think that he ~uspected it.
"Go right erlong, now; I'll 'tend ter ther bosses."
"What makes you think so, sir?" he asked.
"Very well, sir."
"Oh, sev'ral things. Fur. wun thing, they hain't got
The boy left the stable and made his way toward the

to give- much in the way of real information.
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canrn down by the brook. It did not take him long to I
reJcl1 there, and he was greeted pleasantly by the young I

"Andy Jackson."
"Andy Jackson, eh?"
sir."
"Yes,
I
~~~.
The mention of the name told the other nothing, at the
He made his way to where the young man who seemed
nor did it cause any feeling of wonder or surprise;
time,
to be the leader was standing, and said:
but at the same time the young stranger was talking to
"Are you the commander here, sir?"
who was destined to take a prominent part in the desone
The young man looked at Andy, searchingly, and seemed
tinies of the country when it had been freed from British
to be reading him through and through.
"Yes, I'm the leader of this party," he replied; "what rule. The young stranger was talking to a future President
of the United States.
can I do for you?"
The boy looked around at the young men and then said :
"Are you patriots?"
CHAPTER IV.
"Why do you ask?" was the counter-question.
"I have a reason, and a good one."
ANDY AND THE "LIBERTY BOYS."
"That may be, but you are asking a leading question,
my boy. You know these are troublous times."
"Very well, Andy," said the young stranger; "I will now
"Yes, I know that; but you asked that man I was with
if he had seen or heard of any partisan patriot force being ksep my promise and will say that we are patriots."
A look of deli ght appeared on the boy's face.
lit this locality recently. Why did you wish to know that?"
"I was sure you 're.re patriots," he said; "and I'm glad
The stranger laughed.
that you are, and that you have come along just at this
"I had my reasons for wishing to know," he replied.
time."
inte
straight
gazed
and
moments
Andy stood for a few
"Why so?" eage11y.
he young man's eyes. A few moments he did this and
"For the reason that there is work for patriots, work
then he said, abruptly:
that is to be done soon, and you can assist in doing it."
"I am a patriot."
"Tell me what you mean, Andy?"
The young man started and looked surprised.
The boy hesitated and looked at the young stranger,
"But your father said he is neutral," he remarked, in
searchingly.
surprise.
"Would you mind telling me who you and your men
"That man isn't my father."
are, sir?" he asked, hesitatingly.
really
"0 h, he isn't?"
"I have no objection to telling you, my boy," was the
"No, sir; I have no parents. I am working for him,
"Have you ever heard of 'The Liberty Boys of
reply.
·
that is all."
"Then while be is neutral you are an out and out pa- 1 '76' ?"
An eager li~ht appeared in the eyes of the boy.
triot, eh?" eyeing the boy with a look of interest.
"Indeed I have!" he exclaimed. "Do you really mean
"He isn't neutral, sir," the boy said, quietly.
tell me that these are the 'Liberty ~oys' ?" with a sweep
to
"He isn't?" in surprise.
of the hand to indicate the youths.
"No."
The young man nodded.
"What is he, then-a patriot like you?"
"Those are 'The Liberty Boys,' " he replied.
"No, he is a Tory."
"Then you-are you, can it be possible that you are"Ah, he's a Tory, is he?"
are-Dick Slater?" ~he boy's eyes shone eagerly as he
"Yes."
"Then I suppose he feared we were patriots and that was asked the question.
"That is my name," with a smile; "yes, I am Dick
the reason he said he was neutral."
"Yes, sir, that was the reason. And now, sir, that you Slater."
Andy stepped forward and extended his hand.
know I am a patriot, will you tell me whether or not ~ou
"Will you shake hands with me, Dick Slater?" he asked.
are patriots?"
"Certainly I will!" with a smile, and the youth, who
my
looks,
your
like
"I
"I will,'' was the prompt reply;
boy, and I am ·going to be frank and honest with you. was indeed the famous scout, spy and fighter, shook the
boy's hand heartily.
But first, what is your name?"
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'·I have heard of you and your 'Liberty Boy ' many I "Sumpter's."
times, sir," said Andy, "but I never expected to get to
"Sumpter's, eh? Good! Jove I I wish I knew where
see you."
his party is now !"
"We were sent down here by General Washington," Dick
"It is right 'rhere it was yesterday evening, sir," the
explained; "he wishes us to co-operate with Sumpter, Ma- boy hastened to say.
rion, Pickens and the other partisan leaders, and help them
"It is ?" in surprise.
make things hot for the redcoats."
"Yes."
"I see; well, )'Ou will have a chance to do that, right
"How do you know?"
away."
"I know because General Sumpter said he was going
"Is that so?"
to stay there. He told me to do some spying when at the
"Yes, sir.""
British camp to-day, and then come to his encampment
"How is that?"
to-night and report to him."
"It is this way: About ten miles from here--at a point
"Ah! so that is the way of it, eh?"
called Hanging Rock, a regiment of British is stationed."
"Yes."
The young "Liberty Boy" looked interested.
"Jove! that is glorious news! Andy, you are a trump t
"Indeed! Do you know this to be true, my boy?"
Boys, come here and let me make you acquainted with the
"Yes, sir; we were coming home from there when you smartest boy in the South!"
overtook us."
"You had better be careful, Mr. Slater," said the boy;
"You were?"
'' 1\Ir. Winters sent me here to try to find out who you are·
"Yes."
so as to send word to the British it I learned that you are
"\Yhy had you been there?"
patriots, and he may be watching to see how I am coming
"!Ir. Wir .crs had taken a load of produce to the en- ou. It
will be best if they don't seem to be too friendly.'~
camprnent and sold it to the redcoats."
"All right; that is well said," and then Dick explained
•.
,
"I see."
··
the situation to the "Liberty Boys," who without making
"Yes; but I have some more information for you."
any motions that would indicate to any one looking that
"Go ahead and give it to me, Andy."
they were greeting the boy cordially, yet told him so i~
"You asked Mr. Winters if he had seen or heard of a
words that were sine.ere.
party of partisan patriots, didn't you?" The boy made
"You're a trump, sure enough, Andy Jackson!" said
this as a statement of fact.
Bob Estabrook. "And some time, when that old Tory
"I did."
iim't looking, we'll give you a hearty handshake."
"He told you that he had neither seen nor heard of any
After this was over Dick resumed the conversation.
such party being in the vicinity."
"W11en
will you visit Sumpter's camp?" he asked.
"So he did."
"About
ten o'clock to-night."
"\\ell, he told the truth-he has not seen or heard of
"After Mr. Winters has gone to sleep, eh?"
any such party." Andy accented "be" in a peculiar manner
"Yes."
and Dick understood.
"Will you come past our camp? I wish to accompany
"You mean that you have seen or heard of such a party,
you."
my boy?" he exclaimed.
"Certainly I will."
"Yes, I have seen such a party."
"Very well; I will be on the lookout for you and will
"Good!" exclaimed Dick, eagerly. "When did you
be
ready to go right along,- so there won't be any delay."
see the party in question?"
"Very well, Mr. Slater."
"Yesterday evening."
"What will you tell Mr. Winters when you go back to
"Where?"
ihe house?"
":N"ot two miles from here."

I

"So close as that?"
"Yes."
"Have you any idea whose party it was?"
"Yes."
''Whose?"

"I'll tell him that I couldn't find out anything about
you."
"Ah, yes; that wUl be the best plan.".
After some further oonversation Andy went back to
the house.
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"Waal, whut did ye fin' out?" asked :Mr. Winters, eyeing Andy closely.
''I didn't find out anything."
"Ye didn' ?"
"No."
"W'y didn' ye?"
"Because I couldn't get them to talk about themselves."
"Ye couldn', hey?"
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.for he was afraid Mr. Winters might want him to go to
Hanging Rock and warn the British. The man did not say
anything about sending Andy, however, and the boy
thought he was not going to do anything.
Andy went to bed in the room which he occupied, up:';tairs, as soon as it had become dark, and when he had

done so the farmer said to his wife:
"Marthy, I berleeve them fellers down by ther brook air
.
rebels!"
"No."
so?" the woman
think
reelly
D'ye
Dave!
"Goodness,
d'ye
ye,
uv
suspishus
"Waal, thet's funny; wuz they
exclaimed.
think?"
"Yas, I do."
"I don't know; I only know that I couldn't get them to
"Thet's turrible ! W'y, they may murder us ter-night1
talk about themselves or their plans."
burn us outer house an' home!"
er
"Humph!"

I

Presently Dick and a dozen or more of the "Liberty
.Boys" came to the house, and after some discussion regarding prices, procured and paid for some meat, potatoes,
~abbages and other things. These things they carried back
io the camp and then they busied themselves getting supper.
They had just finished eating when Mr. Winters, who
bad eaten his supper, put in an appearance. He engaged
Dick in conversation and did his best to worm some information out of him, but the youth k:Rew what the farmer
was up to and gave him no satisfaction.
"You old scoundrel!" said Dick to himself, "you'd like
to learn something about us -and then carry the information to the British, wouldn't you? But you won't succeed."
Mr. Winters returned to the house half an hour later, in
anything but a good humor.
".Did you learn anything?" asked Andy, who knew what
t:be £armer had been trying to do.
•'Not er blamed thing, Andy."
"I didn't think you would."
"Ye didn', hey?"
"Xo; they are so close-mouthed about themselves and
their affairs."
"Waal, yer right erbout thet; they air clost-mouthed
enuff, an' thet's er fack."
"Yes, they don't have anything to say about themselves."
"Xo; they-wuz mighty willin' ter tork erbout farm.in',
an' ever'thin' like thet, but they wouldn' say who they
wuz nur wlmr they cum frum, nur whur they intended
ter go, nur nothin'."
"You are right; but I guess they are just a party traveling through the country to see what they can see."
The farmer shook his head doubtfully.
''I dunno 'bout thet," he said; "in my 'pinion them feller~ air up ter sumthin'."
Andy aid all he coulcl to disabuse the man of this idea,

"ThePs right, Marthy !"
"Whut'll we do, Dave?"
"I'll tell ye whut I've be'n thinkin' uv doin', Marthy,"
the man lowered his voicti and looked cautiously around
him as if he feared the walls had ears.
"Whut, Dave?"
"I've he's thinkin' uv goin' ter Hangin' Rock an' tellin'.
ther British theer erbout these beer fellers."
"An' whut would ther British do?"
"'l'hey'd proberbly send er force heer an' make ther
young fellers pris"ners."
"Waal, I think thet is er good idee; but w'y don' ye send
Andy?"
"I don' think I hed better. Ther boy might not know
jes' whut ter say er do, ~n' so I guess I'll go myse'f. I'm
kinder suspishus, ennyhow, :Marthy, thet Andy hain't ez
loyal ter ther king ez he might be."
"D'ye reelly think so, Dave?"
"W aal, I've heerd 'im say sum things thet didn' soun'
j es' ez loyal as they hed orter."
"Goodness ! I wouldn' hev th er boy aroun' ef I tho rt he
wuzn't loyal ter ther king! I hates rebels."
"Waal, I'm not shore thet Andy's er rebel, but neether
am I shore he is loyal, so I guess ther bes' thing I kin do
is ter go ter Hangin' Rock myse'f an' take ther news ter
ther British. Et'll make 'em feel frien'ly ter me, ye know,
i\farthy, an' ez I wanter sell our produce ter 'em, et'll be
er good stroke uv bizness on my part."
"Thet's so; I clidn' think uv thet."
"I did," with a grin; "I tell ye, I'm allers a-thinkin',
l\Iarthy !"
"When ye goin' ter start?"
"I'll wait erbout an hour ter make shore thet Andy
is ersleep."
"How ye goin' ?"
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''On hossback."
lief that the man was bound for Hanging Rock to carry
Half an hour later the farmer left the house and made the information regarding the presence of the youths to
his way to the stable, where he bridled and saddled a horse. the British.
Leading the animal out and to the road, he gave a glance
"That is just what he is going to do!" agreed Dick.
jn the direction of the encampment down by the brook,
"If he · isn't prevented from doing so," said Bob Estarnw that all was quiet, and, mounting, rode away.
brook, significantly.
He had been observed, however. Andy, of course, had
''That's it!" exclaimed Andy, excitedly. "You can prenot gone_ to bed. _He ~as wide awake and was sitting I vent him from reaching Hanging Rock."
•
by the wmdow. His room was at the rear, and when he
"He has been gone only a few minutes, you say, Andy?"
heard the sound of the opening and closing of the rear remarked Dick.
door he glanced out of the window. It was not so dark
"Only. a few minutes, Dick. I came right down here
but that he could distinguish objects with tolerable dis- as soon as I saw him ride away."
tinctness, and he saw Mr. Winters go to the stable.
"How is the horse he is riding-a pretty fast one?"
There was a shed kitchen on the north side of the house,
"Not very; he's a work-horse and is not very good under
:md the sloping roof was right under the window at wl:_iich the saddle."
Audy .was sitting. He did not hesitate an instant. Rais"Then we can easily overtake the man before he goes
ing the window be climbed softly through, lowered the far."
window again and then making his way down to the edge
"Yes, if you have any very good saddle horses."
of the roof, leaped to the ground. As it was only about
"We have some splendid ones. Bob, take three of th
seven feet to the ground be was not shaken up by the jar. boys and go after the man. Bring him here when you
Andy hastened to where a tree stood, a~ut halfway get him."
from the house to the stable, and hiding behind the tree
"All right, Dick."
he kept bis eyes on the stable door. Five minutes passed
Five minutes later Bob Estabrook and three comrades
and then he saw Mr. Winters emerge, leading a horse, rode out of the encampment and up the road at a gallop.
bridled and saddled.
They rode faster and faster, and twenty minutes later they
"Now what does that mean?" the boy asked himself. overtook .Mr. Winters. They rode right up alongside the
He watched the man eagerly and interestedly, and saw man and ordered him to stop. He obeyed at once, for be
him lead the horse to the road, mount and ride away, and was frightened.
then of a sudden the thought of wb.at it meant came to him.
''W-what do y-you want?" be stammered.
"We want you," was the prompt reply.
"He is going to Hanging Rock to tell the British about
"Y-you want m-me ?"
the presence of the 'Liberty Boys'!" Andy exclaimed to
himself. "We must not let him do that. We must stop
"Yes."
"What for?"
him in some way, and I will go and tell Dick Slater at
"We want you to go with us."
once!"
"Whnr to?"
Then Andy hastened in the direction of the "Liberty
"Ob, back down the road a ways."
Boys' " encampment.
"B-back ?"
He found Dick Slater, Bob Estabrook aBd several of the
youths sitting just within the range of the light thrown
"Yes."
out by a small camp-fire, and when Dick saw the baste
"Whut fur?"
"You'll find out in good time. Turn your horse and
with which the boy approached he suspected that something
ride quietly along with us and you will be all right; try
bad happened, and leaping up, cried:
any tricks and it will go hard with you, for we are men who
"What is the matter, Andy? What has happened?"
won't be trifled with!"
Bob spoke sternly, and the farmer was impressed with
the idea that it would be dangerous to attempt resistance
CHAPTER V.
or to try to get away.
DICK AND SUMPTER.
"If you don't choose to obey us we will bind your arms
The boy hastened to explain that Mr. Winters bad and"take you with us in that fashion," said Bob; "take
mounted a horse and ridden away, and gave it as his be- your choice."
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h, I'll go erlong uv ye without enny uv thet," was Hangin' Rock, an' I bed no idee uv tellin' ther British

ennythin'."
reply.
"I'm very sorry, but I cannot believe you," said Dick;
That is sensible, Mr. '"'inters."
he five turned their horses and rode back in the direc- "and in order to make sure that you do not do anything
from which they had just come. It was evident that of the kind, we will have to hold you here a prisoner."
"Hol' me beer er pris,'ner !" The man gasped the words
prisoner was greatly worried.
'I don't 8ee whut right ye hev ter interfeer with er out, so great was his consternation.
"Exactly."
n in this fashion," he grumbled.
"Hol' rue er pris'ner within two hundred yards uv my
Oh, we have the right to do so," said Bob.
I kain't see et in thet way. I sh'd think tbet er man'd OWJIJ. house?"
"Yes."
er right ter go an' come ez he pleases."
"But w'y not let me go ter tber house?"
Well, you see, that depends on where he is going and
"For the reason that I can't trust you. You might start
t he is going there for," remarked Bob.
again and go to Hanging Rock."
out
three
house,
brother's
my
ter
ergoin'
jes'
'Waal, I wuz
"But I won't do et. I giv' ye my word I won't do nothin'
es frum heer."
tber kin'."
uv
'Ob, you were?"
"I'm sorry, Ur. Winters, but I cannot permit you to
Yas."
to your house."
return
'What were you going to your brother's house for?"
"W aal, how long ye go in' ter keep me er pris'ner ?"
'I wanted ter see 'im on some bizness."
"I cannot say; perhaps only through the night."
'Oh, that was it?"
Then the farmer was bound to a tree and Dick left the
'Yas."
'Well, I'm sorry, but you will have to put off the trip encampment. He walked across the :road and entered the
timber, and was there joined by Andy Jackson.
a while."
pf course, Bob did not believe the man's statement that i "They caught him, I see," said the boy.
"¥es; we will hold him a prisoner till after the attack
j was going to see his brother, but he did not think it !
has been made on the British, and then we will set him
th while telling him so.
be return trip was made at a moderate pace, and half free, ~s I have no wish to hurt him."
Then the two set out through the timber, the boy leadhour later the party arrived at the encampment. The
er asked to be allowed to stop at his house, but was ing the way, and after a walk of twenty-five minutes they
emerged from the timber into the little glen in which
sed the prililege.
ndy was nowhere to be seen. He had hidden, as he Sumpter and bis men had their encampment.
They were still there, and the boy led the way across
not wish !fr. Winters to know that be was responsiwhere Sumpter sat looking over some papers by the
to
Dick
man.
the
upon
fallen
had
for the trouble that
light of the camp-fire.
anced and faced the farmer.
He looked up as the two approached, and as he recozsomeand
gravely
youth,
'Well, Mr. Winters," said the
at sternly, ''what do you mean by such action as you nized the boy be nodded and said:
"Ah, Andy, is it you? I'm glad to see you. But whG
e taken to-night?"
have you there?" with a penetrating glance at Dick.
'Whut cl'ye mean?" Winters asked.
"My name is Slater, General Sumpter-Dick Slater"I mean why were you slipping away on horseback in
and I am the captain of the company of youths known as
h a silent and mysterious manner?"
"I wuz goin' ter see my brother, whut lives five miles 'The Liberty Beys of '76.' Perhaps you ·have heard of
them."
tber road."
. ''Indeed I have!" exclaimed the partisan leader, leaphg
The youth shook his head.
"You cannot deceive me, ~Ir. Winters; you were going up and extending bis hand, which Dick grasped and shoo:c
Hanging Rock."
heartily; "I have heard of you many times, and I am
indeed glad to meet you. But what are you doing down
"Ter-Hangin' Rock!" in a gasping voice.
"Yes; you were going to go there and tell the British in this part of the country, if I may ask?"
"General Washington sent me down here to co-operate
our being here. Is it not so?"
"No, no!" Winters protestetl. "I wusn't goin' ter, with you, Marion, Pickens and the other partisan leaders1
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and do whaf is possible £or the betterment 0£ the patriot campment. 'l1 here
were perhaps a hundred 0£ t 1
settlers in these parts."
and they were roughly dressed men like Sumpter' ,
"Good!_ I'm glad to hear that. Then your 'Liberty ing squirrel-caps, with
the exception 0£ the leader,
Boys' are down here ?"
wore a hat.
"Yes, sir; we are encamped about a mile and a hal£
"'rhere is :Marion and his men!" exclaimed Su
from here, close to the house where Andy is staying."
joyfully. "Good! we will strike the redcoats a 'blo
"I am very glad to hear that, :Mr: Slater, for I am now they won't forget in a hurry!"
making arrangements to attack a force 0£ British at HangIle hastened across to where the newcomers were
ing Rock, and you can render me a great deal 0£ aid in greeted Marion warmly.
The two were warm friends
' the matter."
had worked together on many occasions. Dick ha
"Andy told me about it, and th'at is the reason I came l\farion -before and was
greeted warmly by the "S
to see you."
Fox."
"Andy is a valuable man for us, Captain Slater." Then
"Have you your men with you, Dick?" he asked.
to the boy he said :
"Yes," the youth replied.
"Y~u went to Hanging Rock to-day with the man you
"That is good; Sumpter, we are in luck, £or the 'Li
are working for?"
Boys' are allies that are wor~h while!"
"Yes, sir."
"That is what 1 kno.w, Marion," was the reply; "we
"And did you take note 0£ everything as I told you have some work ahead and will
need all the assistan
to do?"
can get."
"Yes, sir; I walked all around the encampment and took, "That reminds me, Sumpter,
that Pickens an
careful note 0£ everything."
men will be here by morning, i£ you can wait for th!
'' Geod ! Tell me all ab;ut it."
"Pickens and his men? 0£ course I 'll wait for t
Andy did so, Sumpter and Dick both listening with in-1 Ah, with such a force we will
be able to strike the B
forest. When the boy had finished his description 0£ the a blow that will be remembe
red £or a long time!"
location 0£ the British encampment, and the disposition · The two generals and Dick
held a council, and it
0£ the soldiers, the two hearers looked at each other and decided to wait for Pickens
and his men and start as
nodded approvingly.
as they put in an appearance. Dick told 0£ the captu
''You have done well, Andy," said Sumpter ; "from your nir. Winters, and Marion and
Sumpter were both o
description I shall be able to know just what directions to opinion that he had been
on his way to Hanging
approach from and where to strike the British.'.'
to warn the British, and that it would be necessary to
"You haYe a good eye, my boy," said Dick; "and a good him prisoner till a£ter the
£orces were on their wa
comprehension 0£ what is needed in a case 0£ this kind." attack the British.
Andy flushed with pleasure. He was a modest boy, but
After some further conversation Dick and Andy
at the same time he was glad to know that his work was their departure and returned
to the vicinity 0£ the enc.
appreciated.
ment 0£ the "Liberty Boys." Not wishing to let
"I hope the attack will turn out to be a success," he Winter5 know that he was concerned
in the matter
mid.
lhe "Liberty Boys," Andy bade Dick good-night and
"1 have no doubt about it now that Captain Slater and to the house and climbed
up on the shed roo£ and got
hi s 'Liberty Boys' are here to render assistance," said Sump- into his room and lay down
and went to sleep, while
ter; "I was feeling a bit blue before you came, for I sent made his way to the encampm
ent and turned in.
a messenger yesterday evening with instructions to find
General l\Iarion and get back here with the 'Swamp Fox'
a11d his men this evening, and they have not come."
"Perhaps the messenger had hard work finding ~Iarion,"
CHAPTE R VI.
suggested Dick.
A GREAT VICTORY.
"Likely; the Swamp Fox moves around so swiftly that
it i:> hard work keeping track 0£ him."
I Urs. Winters was in a terrible stew next morning
Just then the sentinel was heard hail some one, and a Andy came in from the stable,
a£ter having done the mo
few minutes later a party 0£ horemen rode into the en- ing chores.
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I to do with this affair, and I will make some excuse for fol"Where is Mr. Winters?" asked Andy, innecently.
'•1\hut d'ye wanter know fur?" was the counter-ques- lowing you."
"All right, Andy," was the reply; and then the order w~s
n.
"I wanted to tell him that there has been a horse thief given for tne combined forces to move forward. They
started at once, leaving Mr. Winters behind with his wife
und."
and Andy. Dick gave him some terse advice, however.
"Er boss theef ~-what d'ye mean?"
"Why, one of the horses-Bob, the best one of all-is, "Don't attempt to .follow us," be said; "for if you do we
will shoot you on sight!"
·ssing."
l\Irs. Winters untied the rope binding her husband's
"I know tbet," said the woman; "'Dave rid 'im erway
arms, and then they looked after the partisan force and
s' night."
•'He did?" exclaimed Andy, sinntlating surprise sue- discussed the meaning of the strange affair.
"What do you think they are going to do, Dave?" asked
:afully.
Urs. Winters.
·'Yas."
"I think they air goin' ter go ter Hangin' Rock an'
"Where did he go?"
"W'y, he took er noshun he wanted ter see his brother make an attack onter ther British theer, Marthy," was the
im erbout sumthin', an' he went out an' got on Bob and reply.
"D'ye reelly think so, Dave?"
d erway las' night, an' he hain't cum back yit."
"Yas, I do."
"Oh, that's it? Did you expect him back last night?"
"Goodness! et'll be dre'dful ef they happen ter take tber
·'Yas, I s'posed he'd cum right back."
soldiers by s'prise, won't et?"
king's
doubt."
no
"Ob, well, he'll be here soon,
"Y as, et'll be bad."
''I hope so." There was considerable uneasiness rn the
"Ef ye c'u'd on'y git tbeer erbead uv 'em an' warn tber
ne of the woman's voice.
"Why, nothing ·could have happened to him so you British, Dave!"
The man shook his bead and looked ruefully at the
edn't be uneasy," said the boy; "hi2 brother persuaded
•
1 black and blue stripes around his wrists-caused by the
m to stay all night, and he'll be here directly."
ropes with which be bad beeli bound.
":Mebby so; waal, b:reakfast is reddy."
"I don' wanter take enny chances, Marthy," he said;
The two sat down and ate breakfast and bad just finished,
en the woman, happening to look out of the window, "I got inter trubble by tryin' thet game, wunst, an' I
a.on' think I ca.re ter resk et erg'in."
ave utterance to a cry of surprise and consternation.
This was Andy's opportunity, and be hastened to em.
"Look, Andy!" she cried. "Who air all them men, an'
brace it.
ur hev they cum frum ?"
"Let me go, Mr. Winters," he said, eagerly.
The boy looked out and saw the road in front of the
'rhe farmer looked at the boy dubiously.
use :filled with the partisan soldiers belonging to Sump"D'ye think ye c'u'd git theer erbead uv 'em, Andy?''
r's, l\faPion's and Pickens' forces, and there, too, were
asked.
he
e "Liberty Boys."
"I don't know; I could by."
"Goodness ! there are a lot of them, aren't there?" ex"Let 'im go, Dave," said the woman; "mebby he kin.
aimed the boy.
"Yas, an'-look theer ! Ez I liv', ef theer bain't Dave git theer erhead 111v 'em, an' ef he kin he'll be payin' the?
inters-an' bis arms air tied, too! He's er pris'n~r, thet's rebels off fur whut they done 1er ye."
This decided the man.
hut be is. Now I know why be didn' git back bum las'
"Thet's so," he agreed; "waal, ye kin go, Andy-an' I
ight."
Sure enough, it \ms as she bad said; Dave Winters was hope ye'll git tbeer in time l"
"So do I," replied Andy; but be did not mean that he
·here, and bis arms were bound. And when his :wife came
running out to him, with questions as to bow it all bap- would get to Hanging Rock in time to warn the British,
fened, he told her; though, of course, be did not know \That he meant was that he hoped he would get there in
fhat Andy was responsible for it all. While they were con- time to take part in the fight against the redcoats.
Re mounted the horse and rode away, following in the
·ersing, Andy got a chance to speak to General Sumpter.
"You go on," be said, "and I will follow and overtake wake of the patri<Clt force; but he went slowly till he was
!YOU. I don't want l\Ir. Winters to know I had anything out of sight from the house, and then be urged the borss
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to a gallop and rode as fast as be could make the horse go. be came to the point where be could look down upon
Even then it was half an hour before he came up with the British, Sumpter paused and took an observation.
patriot force.
So far as he could make out the redcoats were not s
"So you have caught up wilb us, eh?" remarked Dick as pecting anything. They were lying around on blanke
the boy rode up beside him.
smoking, talking and enjoying themselves; others w
"Yes," with a smile of satisfaction, "I'm here."
playing cards, while a few were strolling around.
·'"What excuse did you make to Mr. Winters?"
"Good!" said Sumpter to hims~lf; "we have them
"I told him I would try to get to Hanging Rock ahead our mercy, and may now be enabled to avenge the deat
oi you and warn the British of your coming."
of many of the patriot people of this section!"
"Ab ! And then he was willing to let you come, eh?"
He waited till sure that the other three parties had er
"Yes; he feels angry at you and would like to cheat you up to within range of the encampment,. and then drew
of your expected victory over the redcoats."
pistol and fired a shot.
"I unde;rstand."
The redcoats leaped to their feet in alarm, but too late
Sumpter saw the boy and motioned for him to come for- do them any good, for at that instant a roar of mu ke
ward, and Andy rode forward and took up a position be- went up from four sides at once and scores of them we
side the general's horse.
clown.
Sumpter asked the boy a number of questions regarding
Crash ! crash ! crash!
the position of the soldiers in the British encampment, and
Roar! roar! roar I
after he bad asked all the questions he cared to the partiVolley after volley was poured in upon the British, a
san leader dropped his eyes and pondered long and earn- they became so demoralized that they did not know w
estly.
to do, but stood huddled together like frighte:p.ed anim
He was laying out the plan 0£ campaign, and the re- \rben standing at bay.
·
sults proved that he did it well.
Then as the volleys ceased for an instant a •oi~e w;
Onward rode the patriots, and two hours later they came heard cry out;
to a stop at a point a little less thhn a mile from Hanging 1 "Charge! Charge, patriots, and wipe the .redcoats
Rock. Here they dismounted, and leading their horses the face of the earth!"
deep into the woods, tied them. Then Sumpter told his
Instantly, with wild yells, the patriot soldiers dash
plans.
forward, coming from all sides, and although the redco
He had decided to attack the British from all four sides made an attempt at resistance it .was but a feeble effort, a
at once, and to this end he divided the force up into four they were cut down and bayonetted like sheep.
parties. He was to command his own men, Marion his,
Shrieks, yells and c~rses went up on the air, but st
Pickens his and Dick Slater was to command the "Liberty the work went on. The redcoats had been merciless
Boys." Pickens was to come down from the north, the ~·~ores of instanees while dealing with patriot settlers of t
"Liberty Boys" from the east, while :'.\Iarion would ap- South, and lhe partisan patriots remembered. this a
proach from the south, and_Sumpter himself would attack cut their enemies down without mercy. They had co
from the west.
there for the purpose of exterminating the redcoat re
It was a splendid scheme, and all were confident that me;nt, and they had already almost succeeded.
if the British were taken by surprise it would be possible
And in the thick of the battle, :fighting like a vetera
to almost grind them to pieces.
was littJe Andy Jackson. He had taken a great liking
When all the details of the plan bad been discussed the Dick Slater and the "Liberty Boys," and had stayed wi
different parties set out and made their way to their sta- them when they started to take up their position on t
tions. The length of time it would take them to get there east side of the British encampment. Dick had exposti
had been calculated and no move was made until twice as lated with the boy and had done his best to persuade hi
long a time Ti.ad elapsed as would be required. By waiting to stay .back and be a spectator, but Andy would not he:
so long there would be absolute certainty that all the par- to this.
ties would be ready for work when the signal was given.
" I want to be in the :fight," he bad said, eagerly; and 1
Sumpter, after waiting the required time, advanced to- amount of persuasion or argument could move him 1
ward the British encampment from the west. On this side J change h_is plans. Seeing that the boy was determined 1
of the enC'ampmcnt "·as a high ridge or bluff, and when J he in the fight, Dick had finally given up and consented 1
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him to stay well at the i way back to where they had left their horses, liut several

et him stay with them, but told
I
l'ear of the party. This the boy had done until after the I ~couts were left to spy on the B'l:itish that were coming.
"lle"ll wait here till we hear some reports from the
·barge was ordered, and then he had worked his way
retty well forward, and finally got hold of a musket that scouts," said Sumpter.
Three hours passed and then one of the scouts came in
had been the property of a redcoat, and then he fought like
little demon and did as good work as any one. Dick with a report.
"It is a large force of British," he said, "and as near
ncountered him once, while the fight was in full blast,
nd told him he bad better fall back more to the rear, but as I can make out it is bound for Camden."
"°"That do they think of the scene down there wherf! their
the boy shook his head and plunged forward into the
comrades are lying thick as the leaves?" asked Sumpter.
thickest of the fray.
"They are almost wild with rage; they don't seem to
"That boy has the heart of a warrior!" said Dick to

know what to think, howeYer."
himself. "Well, I hope he escapes being killed."
"I wonder if there is any danger that they will try to
Still the battle raged, but it was nearing the end. The
British saw that they were in a trap, and that there was hunt us clown?"
"I think it quite likely; they are very angry."
no chance to make a successful fight, and they fled for
"I have no doubt regarding thaL But how many men
heir lives. Some escap~, of course, but the majority fell,
haYe they, anyway?"
ither dead or wounded.
"There must be three thousand, at least."
Those of the Brit!sh who succeeded in breaking through
"Too many for us to attack."
he line and getting away were let go; they were not pur"Yes, that would be too big a contract," said Pickens.
sued, for the work was deemed to be thorough enough as it
Just then another scout came in.
\\"US.
"The British are wild with rage and swear that they
Ancl indeed it was thorough. Of all the encounters bewill hunt down the rebel force that did the work down
breen the partisan patriots and the British, this one at
there and wipe it off the face of the earth!" he said.
Hanging Rock may be considered as having been the most
"What ·had we better do?" asked Sumpter.
horough and conclusive one; for the British wQre prac-1
He and the other three commanders conferred together,
II
. t d
t
· ll
nca y ex ermrna e .
and it was finally deciclcd that it would be best to split
After it "·a13 all oYer and aft account was taken of the up for the present and each force go in a different direc·asualties among the allied forces, it was found tltat. they ti on; in this manner it would be comparatively easy to
hJ.d lost only eight men. Of these three were from Sump- dude the redcoats and keep out of their way.
ter's force, t"·o from Pickens', two frorµ Marion's and one
And this was done. Tw~nty minutes later the four parfrom the "Liberty Boys."
ties separated and rode away in as many different direcIt was a grand victory, and the patriots were delighted. lions.
~ittle Andy Jackson was given a lot of credit for the
, tiair, for he had given the information which led to the
\'ictory, and the manner in which he had fought brought
CHAPTER VII.
him a great deal of praise, too, and as luck would have it
he had escaped being even wounded. While they were
ANDY IS DISCHARGED.
still engaged in looking oYer the ground and discussing the
battle, a scout brought the word that a large British force
As the "Liberty Boys" went in the direction of ~Ir.
home, where Andy .Tack~on was staying, he reWinters'
once
at
was coming down from the north ancl Sumpter
rnained with them.
gaye the order that the allied forces retreat.
"What are you going to do, J\fr. Slater?" the boy asked.
"We will return to where our horses are," he said; "and
will leave scouts here in this vicinity to spy on the British; "Are you going to leave this part of the country?"
"I don't think we will leave right away, Andy," was
if they are not too strong we may attack them."
"I think you will finel. them too strong, sir," said the ihe reply; "I am averse to letting the British run me out."
"Where will you stay, then?"
>cont who had brought the news; "it looks almost as if
"I hardly know; we might go to the place where SumpthP entire British arm~· was coming."
The patriots quickly rncated the spot ancl made their ter had his encampment and stay there for a few days."
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"I know a better place than that," said the boy.
"\rho~\_; were they?"
"You do?"
"Sumpter's, J\Iarion's and Pickens', besides my ow
"Yes."
. 'Liberty Boys.' "
"Where is it?"
"Wlaere did you go?"
"It's about three rnilee this side of ::\Ir. Winters', where
'·To Hanging Rock."
I live."
"Yes?"
"What sort of a pb.ce is it?"
"Yes; there was a regiment of redcoats encamped the
"It is just the finest place in the world. It is a little and we went and made an attack on them."
open space iri the timber back of the home of a patriot
"I understand; what success did you have?"
family by the nan~e of Somers."
''The best in the world," and then Dick told of t
"But perhaps this man would not like to have us battle with the Briti.Eh.
around."
"Jove! that is good news!" Mr. Somers cried. "Bu
"Yes, he would."
you say a strong force of British appeared and you ha
"You are sure?"
to'get away from the v.icinity of Hanging Rock?"
"Ycs; he is r. strong patriot, and is not afraid of the
"Yes; we thought we could elude pursuit better b
British or Tories. He:ll be glad to have you stay there separating, and did so."
and will furnish yon with all the provisions you want."
"Exactly; and the probabilities are that the British w·
"That will be nice," said Dick; "we'll stop there and come this way looking for you?"
ha1e a talk with him, anyway."
"I think it more than likely; but they will have har
"Oh, you word be able to get a"·ay from him," with a work finding us here."
smile; "you'll haYe to stay there as long as you are in this
"So they will."
part of the country."
The "Liberty Boys" had been busy, and had by th
A little more than an hour later the party of "Liberty time unbridled and unsadtl.led their horses and tied the
Boys" drew up in front of the house of M:r. SoL.~ers, the to trees at the edge of the open space. Then they bega
patriot. He was at home and was a whole-souled, jovial making arrangements for cam1iing more or less pe
man, who, as soon as he learned who the youths were, manently.
greeted them joyously.
"Well, I must be going on back to Mr. Winters," sa '
"You are welcome to camp over in the field and stay Andy Jackson.
as long as you want to," he said; "and I ha1e plenty of
"r supp-0se we will see you again, Andy?" asked Die
provisions for your men and feed for your horses ; you
"Yes, I'll come over every once in a while," was t
are welcome--ycs, more than "'.elcome !"
re:ply; "and if you get into another fight with the redcoa
He lec1 the way down ' a narrow lane, past his house and I want to be in it."
sfable and on back into the timber. The timber at this
"All right," smiled Dick; "you shall be in it if you a
point was only a narrow _strip, however, and almost im- around at the time."
mediately they emerged into a natural amphitheatre about
"Good! I'll try to be on hand."
two acres in extent and surrounde·d on all sides by timber.
Then Andy took his departure.
"How will this suit you for a camping · ground?" Mr.
"There goes as bra1e a boy as ever lived," said Die
Somers asked.
as the boy dis.appeared.
"It could not suit us better," said Dick; "it is the
"He's a fine boy," agreed J\Ir. Somers. "He's a patri
nicest place for a camp that I have ever seen."
while Winters is a Tory, and a hard man to work fo
"Well, you are welcome to stay here as long as you anyway, and I told Andy to come and work for me, but li
want to."
said that he had promised to stay with Winters a year wbei
"Thank you, Ur. Somers."
he went to work for him, and that he would do as he ha
"You are welcome; but, by·the way, weren't your men in agreed, "unless the man tried to abuse him. I told him tba
the party that went past here this morning, going east?" if ever anything happened to come to me and that I wouh
"Yes, sir."
give him work and a home as long as he wanted it."
"Where are the others?"
"He is a boy who would be a big help on a farm, I shoul
""We divided up and went in different directions; there say," said Dick.
were four parties."
"Yes, he isn't afraid of work."
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"No, there is a difference, but I don't suppose I could
Meantime And; had reached the main road and was ridhe make you see it."
ing onward at a gallop. Twenty-five minutes later
"No, ye couldn '-'caus e theer hain't none."
reached the Winters home ?-nd was greeted eagerly by the
"I think there is considerable."
farmer and his wife.
"Waal , et hain't no use uv our quarre lin' over er leitle
"Did ye git ter Hangi n' Rock in time, Andy? " the man
thing like thet; but 1 mus· say, Andy, thet I don' think I
eried.
wanter hev er rebel aroun' me, an' I guess ye hed better
The boy sho_ok his head.
pack up yer duds an' go."
"No, I didn't get there in time," he replied.
·'All right, Mr. Winte rs; of course, you are the one to
"An' ye didn' git ter warn ther British ?"
say, and I will go at once."
"Ko."
To tell the truth, Andy was glad that he had been dis"An· did ther rebels attack ther British ?"
charged. He knew that he could get work at the home
"Yes."
of 1lr. Somers, and as the latter was a patriot , it would
"Whic h wlmpped ?"
be much more pleasant working for him than for Winters.
"The patrio t force whipped the British ."
''I'll put Bob in the stable," said Andy, "and then I'll
"Ye don' mean et?" gasped Winters.
get my things and go."
"Yes, I do."
1
?"
He led the horse to the stable_, unbridled and unsaddled
"An' ther rebels whupped ther British
"Worse than that. They very nearly wiped the British him, gave him some feed and then patting him on the neck,
went out and made his way to the house.
'·Ye don' mean et!" in a gasp.
He "·ent up into the room that he had occupied while
•
living with }fr. Winters, and quickly tied his clothes up
"Fur ther Ian's sake!" from Mrs. Winters.
."
British
the
all
into a compace bundle. Then he-made his way downstairs,
"Yes; the patriot s killed very nearly
"But I don' sec how they c'u'd hev done et," said Mr. and pausing in the sitting-room where the farmer ·and his

<iff the e11rth !"

wife were, said :
"Gootl-by, Mr. and ~Irs. Winters, rm going now."
"It was simple enough. They took the British by
"Hol' on, Andy, " said the farmer ; w~Iarthy an' me hev
i;urprise, you know."
tor kin' ther matter over an' I've cum ter ther con"Yas, thet W\lZ how et wuz done. I see et all; but w'y be'n
clushun thet et hain't none uv my bizness ef ye air er
didn "t ye git theer in time ter warn ther Britis!:-?" in an
rebel. Yer kin work jes' ez good an' air worth jes' ez
angry and suspicious tone.
much ter me, an' so ef ye wanter ye kin stay."
"I couldn 't get there, sir," was the reply.
The fact of the matter was that Andy was an extra"W'y couldn' ye?"
I ordinarily good worker, and that he did as much work as
" Bob couldn 't go fast enough to get me there."
man •'l'Ould do, and for less pay; besides this, he was
"I don' berleeve et!" the man cried. "I don' berleeve I a
good to help around the house, and it was due to Mrs.
ye tried ter git theer in time!"
Winters that the farmer had changed his mind about turn"Oh, yes, I did!"
ing the boy off. Andy, however,. knew that there was a
But \"\inters shook his head again.
awaiting him at Mr. Somers' house, and he felt that
"Ye kain't make me berleeve et," he asserted, posi- place
be woulu much rather work for the patrio t than for the
tively; "I'd bet er hoss ye didn' try ter git theer in time, an'
Tory, eo he shook his head and said:
I wuz er fool tcr think ye would, in ther furst place. I
"I guess I won't stay, Mr. Winters, thanki ng you for.
might hev knowed ye wouldn' do et, fur ye air er rebel
your kindness in offering to let me remain ."
yerself !"

Winters.

"I am not a rebel," the boy said. To himself he said
that there was a difference between a rebel and a patriot.
"I know better; ye hev allers leaned thet way, an' I
know ye air er rebel."
"I'm not :l 'rebel,' :\Ir. Winte rs; but I will acknowledge
that I am a patrio t."
"Efs all t her same."

"The two looked blank at this.
"Ye---wo n't-sta y ?" gasped the man.
"No."
I "But ye hev er good home heer, Andy, haven't ye?"
"Oh, yes, sir; I have no complaint to make, but WE
Llifl'er on the import ant question of king or no Icing, and
I th.ink it will be best for me to go."
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"But we won't say er word erbout thet," said Mrs. Win- j
CHAPTER VIII.
ters. "Dave wuz er fool ter say whut he did, ennyway."
rebel,
er
bein'
with
ye
twit
''Yas, I bed no bizness ter
Tirn REDCOAT'S PROPO ITION.
Andy, an' ef ye'll stay an' work fur me we won't neether
rebel."
wun uv us ever say ennythin' erbout ye bein' er
When an hour later Andy Jackson presented
"Ye've got er right ter be er rebel ef ye wanter, Andy,
Mr. Somers and told him that be had been di"
before
ther
ther same ez we hev got ther right ter be loyal ter
<.:barged by Mr. Winters and had come to work for hi
king," from the woman.
"You are right about that," said the boy; "but I think ~lr. Somers was delighted.
"Good!" he exclaimed. "Jove! Fm glad Winters di
that I had better go. Then there will be no chance for
charged yon, Andy! But why did he do it?"
misunderstandings in the future."
·'Ye won' staJ ?" from the man.
"Becau"e I am a "rebel,' as he calls the patriots."
"~ o, I will go and make sure that we won't have trouble
"So that was his reason, eh?"
in the future by not making it possible for us to have."
"Yes."
"I think thet's kinder mean uv ye, Andy !" said the
"\Yhat a fool he is!"
farmer, an angry look in his eyes.
"He and his wife tried to get me to stay," went o
"I don't think so, sir. You told me I was discharged Andy, "but I knew you were willing to give me work, an
as I would rather work for a patriot than a Tory, I rel
and I have a perfect right to take you at your word."
'.'But I've changed my min', an' I don' want ye ter go." fused to stay and came away."
"Ah, they s~w their mistake and wanted you to sta
"That may be, but if you had not changed your mind
I could not have stayed no matter how bad I might have 1myhow, eh?"
wanted to do so, and so I shall exercise my right and go."
"Yes."
"Well, I'm glad you refused. I can use you; Andy, an
woman,
the
!"snapped
"Thet's whut I call ongratefulness
you may consider yourself a :fixture here as long as yo
who was somewhat of a virago when she wa:gted to be.
wish to stay-€ven if you should turn 'Tory, though I kno
to
grateful
particularly
c:r don't see that I should be
there is no danger of that."
you, :Mrs. Winters," said Andy.

"I should say not!" with a smile.
"Ye don' ?"
Mr. Somers went to the house with Andy and told hi
"No."
wife that the boy was to make his home with them.
"Hain't we giv' ye er good home beer?"
"Give him a good room, Hannah," he said, "for he i
":N"o, I paid for it-paid for it with labor, Mrs. Winters, and paid well. I think you will acknowledge that, a good boy and a good patriot."
., Andy was soon domiciled under the Somers' roof, an
won't you?"
having placed his clothing in the room designated to hi
"Waal, ye've done tolerable well, Andy."
"I think I have. I have worked hard, have worked early he went out and insisted on beginning work at once. H
and late, and I am confident that I have earned all that I helped feed and water the horses and milked the cows, an
have received at your hands. I don't believe that any by that time supper was ready.
The Winters were rather parsimonious people, and neve
charge of ungratefulness could be made against me."
"Waal, I sh'd think thet ye orter hev some regard fur set a very good table, but "the Somers were just the o
our desires, Andy, an' now thet we hev acknowledged thet posite. They believed in having plenty of good food, an
the supper that Andy sat up to that evening was a reve
we wuz wrong, ye bed orter stay with us."
to him.
lation
glad
am
"I
reply;
decided
the
was
"No, I cannot stay,"
that you acknowledge that you were wrong, and that I
"Goodne~s !" he said to himself, "I guess I won't eve
Mr.
that
now
but
you,
from
earned all that I have received
have to go hungry to bed while I am in this house."
Winters has discharged me I prefer to accept the discharge
Mr. and :Mrs. Somers had one cli.ilc1, a daughter agecl
and go. Good-by."
about seventeen. Her name was Jennie, and she was a
gilt, and was good-natured and pleasant and jolly
pretty
And Andy walked out of the house, leaving two angry
and disappointed people behind him, for the boy was a as she could hardly help being with such parents.
They had known each other for some time, so And
valuable hand and the two well knew it.
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perfectly at home and talked and laughed and enjoyed and then it is for you to do as you like about acceptingII

self very much.
. them."
I'm so glad that you are going to live with us, Andy!" I The officer glanced through the doorway and on into
Jennie. "I'm going to play you are my brother. the kitchen, where Mrs. Somers, Jennie and Andy Jackson.
't that be nice?"
were seated at the table.

Ifll be nice for me to play that I have such a nice
r," said Andy.
a 'Oh, just listen fo that, mother!" exclaimed .the girl,
a laugh; "he is a regular little flatterer, isn't he?"
No, I meant i.t)" said Andy.
ust then there came a knock on the front door and M:r.
ers rose from the table and walked · into the sittingm and Op€Deril the door.
tanding <0J1 the porch was a British officer in the unim of a Clli!ltain, and a glance 01it.towail'd. the road showed
l farmer .that there w.as a large force of redcoats there.
l e brief glance that he gave was not sufficient to allow of
. sizing the force up very closely, but he guessed that
ee must be at least one hundred.
'Ah, good evening, sir," said the officer, bowing; "I
,uld lilt-e to ask yo~ a few questions, if you have no ob1

'I have no .objections, sir," was the quiet reply. "What
the qilileStions.?"
"I would like to ask if you have seen any parties of
ange men go along the road here this afternoon?"
Ir. Somern shook his head.
"'I have not,"' he replied.
'"'YDu .a:r.e :&.ur.e:?'n The officer looked at the farmer
arply, and fr.o!lll hi£ tone it would seem that he did not
~ieve what the other said.
Jtfr. S<:imer,;; met the redcoat's gaze unflinchingly.
I
"I am sure," he replied, quietly.
"Well, h.ave yon seen one party of men go along the road
s afternoon or evening?"
The farmer did not believe it any sin to :mislead the
.
emy by fals~ statements, so he answered, promptly:
"No, sir, I have not."
The British officer looked as if he did not believe the
tement.

.

-

"I'll just see i£ one 0£ those people won:t have a better
memory than you possess, my friend," said the captain~
and he pushed past the patriot without ceremony, and~
walked through the sitting-room and out into the kitchen:
An angry light appeared in ilir. Somers' eyes, but he didl
not say anything. He followed the officer into the kitchen,
however, and stood waiting to see what the follow would do_
"Ah, good evening, ladies and sonny," he said almost

insolently, "I wish to ask a question and I want a truthfull
answer. Let me see, I gue;::s this beautiful maiden will be·
the proper person to question, £or surely you would not
tell a lie, miss?"
Andy Jackson's eyes flashed and involuntarily he clenched his fist. It was with an effort that he kept from saying_
something which would have aroused the Brijon's anger;·
he was assisted in controlling his impulse by a warning look_
from :Jir. Somers.

"H you have a question to ask, ask it, sir/' said' t11e girl~
with dignity.
"Oh, my!" said the officer, mockingly. "Why, sl1e IrifS'
the airs of a lady. What dignity! It is wonderful.., com...
ing from · a p{}asant American girl."
"Do you think it gentlemanly to insult a girl in that
manner?" asked Mr. Somers, his voice hoarse with suppressed passion.
"Oh, you keep still!" cried the captain, angrily. "Speak
when you are spoken to." .

"H you were not backed by a hundred men you would
not dare talk in such an insolent manner!" said Mr.
Somers. "That, 0£ course, makes it possible for you to.
say what you please, with impunity."

"I would talk as I pleased if I were alone," was Hi.ehaughty reply. "And now, girl, tell me, have you seen a
party of men on horseback pass this house this afternoon,
or evening?"

"I am afraid your memory is bad," be said, almost in"I have not," was the prompt and decided reply. "They.
ently.
did not pass," the girl added to herself, "they stopped.,,.
"No, I have an excellent memory."
The redcoat regarded the girJ searchingly.
"I £ear I cannot agree with you in that statement; I
"Are you speaking the truth?" be asked.
not think you have a good memory, for I am confident
"I am."
at one or more parties 0£ rebels have passed along this
The girl's tone bad all the accents 0£ truth, yet the
ad this afternoon or evening."
redcoat was not willing to believe her.
"I suppose I ca:r;rnot help what you believe or do not and frowned . ..
ieve," was the calm reply. "I can merely state the facts,

He shook his head

"I don't believe you are telling t.he truth," he said_
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"Now, listen to me," said Mr. Somers. "What would a proposition which
I will make to you: If your da~
be the good of our denying that we saw a party of horse- will give me a
dozen kisses I will not turn my men lil
men pass here if we bad seen them?"
on the house, but will spare it. What do you say?" [ J
"Why, you would throw us off the track as we would
"You brute!" exclaimed the gfrl, her face crimsor~ t
think that we were on the wrong track and turn back."
"Surely you do not mean that f" exclaimed Mrs. So
"We could h~ve no knowledge that you would turn back, a look of horror
and anger in her eyes. "No gentl
if told that no party had passed here, and if a party of would make such
a proposition as that."
horsemen had passed they would doubtless be far away
"Oh, come now, that isn' t a bad proposi tion/' s~id
and out of your reach, so there would be no reason why captain; "I am
not at all a bad fellow, anill there ar
we would deny it."
of girls who would: \le more tha:m. pleased iei. give me •
"I think you are rebels," was the dogged reply; "and I ma:ny kisses-."
ls
am sure you are lying to me."
"Go to those girls :md get the kisses-, then.,.,,. ea.id J e
"We have told you the truth and nothing but the truth." with spirit; "don't
come bothexi:i::ig axou.ndi 2i P.1 ho
"I don't believe it, and I have a good mind to turn my not want them."
men loose and let them burn you out of house and home.
"Oh, 00.t that mak€& the kis€e& aJI the mm.re· desira
We have lost nearly a thousan d bi-ave fellows to-day, the said the lledcoat,
with a leer;. "thnst is- hUllllmllill :mature,
work of rebel fiends, and we do not feel very kindly dis- know."
_pgsed toward rebels or their sympathizers, I tell you!"
"But, captain, you should not make· such w p--.ropositi<t
The captain' s tone was fierce and there was a savage
said M:r. &mers. "As my wife has. saidJ,. ] oo.n't th~Di
light in his eyes.
is an act becoming an officeu a.Jld a gentfuman."
"Well, we know n.othing of the matter you speak of,"
"Oh, I'm just a plain, humalli man/~ g:irmned .the
said Mr. Somers; "so I don't see why you should wish to
tain; "] don't lay much claim to the titl'e· of gentlem
v,isit vengeance on the heads of inp.ocent parties."
"You couldn't substan tiate: your claim if you· did
Andy Jackson got quietly up from the table at this + d
.
Lo o w, ,., sai.d J eDme.
l·uncture , and, p1_1.tting on his hat, said to :Mr. Somers: l·
"Perhap s not; but that is neither here nor there.
"I guess I'll go out and turn the horses into the pasture. "
. .
.
you
aocept my prop0s1h
oo> sir·?" to the farmer.
"All right Andy," was the reply, and the boy opened the
h
. .:i d
l
'
. .
"No !n was t e deciue
rep y.
kitchen door and went out of doors, the British officer
Th
d
t
k
d
a·
.t
.
·
e re coo 1oo ·e
isappom ed. He hesitate.d,
making n.o attempt to stop him. The fact was that An·,uy,.
being small for his age, and acting so calmly, seemed to then said:
"You had better. think it over. The proposit ion is r
be such a harmless little chap that the redcoat could not
imagine that it w.ould hurt to let him go; yet at the same in your favor. It is one-sided, like the handle on a
time he was doing a very bad thing for himself, for Andy for if I like I can take the kisses, anyway> ~ud turn
Jackson was leaving the house, not to "turn the horses men loose on the house, just the same."
"You would not dare !" cried Jennie.
into the pasture, " but to hasten to tell Dick Slater and the
"Oh, yes, I would!" with a leer.
"'Libert y Boys" of the presence of the redcoats.
"Surely you would not be so mean as to do that t>'
Mr. Somers knew what Andy intended doing, and a
feeling of admirat ion for the shrewdness and coolness of claimed Mr. Somers.
the boy took possession oi him.
"Good for Andy!" he said to himself ; "he'll go and tell
Dick Slater about the redcoats being here, and the 'LibeTty Boys' will come and go for the rascals red-hot. Now
the best thing I can do is .to cause as much delay as possible, so as to give Dick and his men time to get ready to
do their work."
The British captain was eyeing the farmer's daughte r
closely, and was evidently turning some project over in his
mind.
"I'll tell you what I'll do," he said, presentl y; "I have

"Oh, yes; I will not allow myself to be balked, on
set my head on a thing."
"But perhaps you might get yourself in trouble if
tried any such thing as that," said the patriot.
"How could I get myself in trouble? " with a surpr
look.
"Oh, I don't know."
The officer looked at the farmer suspiciously, and t
turning, walked to the front door of the sitting-r oom
looked out. His men were sitting their horses, patie
waiting for the return of their commander. Everyih
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e<l quiet and serene, and there was nothing to be to Bob and three or four of the youths, and said, in some
excitement:
that looked suspicious.
"Mr. Slater, there are a hundred redcoats out in front of
i, there, IJackson!" called out the officer.
.
Ur. Somers' house, and the captain oi the force is in the
·es_, sir?" came back the reply.
house and I think he ie going to make trouble for lfT.
eep your eyes open, Jackson!"
Somers!"
.m right, sir."
The "Liberty Boys" were on their feet in a jiffy.
here might be a band of rebels around here some"What's that you say?" exclaimed Dick. "Is that th.oe
e, and we don't want to allow c;urselves to be taken by

case, sure enough ?"
"Indeed it is, sir!"
"Very well; then we must go and give the redcoats a
surprise--eh , boys?"
"Yes, yes!" in chorus.
"Then get ready immediately. We must not give tlreredcoat captain time to cause Mr. Somers' folks trouble."
"He was threatening to let his men burn the house
unless Jennie gave him some kiSS"es," said Andy.
"The cowardly scoundrel!" exclaimed Dick.
The youths were soon ready, and they stole away, Dick
in the lead. They made their way around in a half circle,
and got within musket-shot distance without their coming
having been discovered. They were hidden by some trees.
orne other room.
The young leader of the "Liberty Boys" gave the order
You scoundrel!" he roared, turning upon Ur. Somers
"You think you to take aim, and when the youths had done this he gave
i the ferocity of a maddened tiger.
e done something smart-but I'll teach you! I'll make I the order to fire.
Crash-roar ! the volley rang out, and twenty-five to
wish you had not attempted any foolishness!"
s the officer spoke he started to draw his sword, and lhirty of the redcoats went down, dead and wounded. It
bis anger over the disappearance of the girl he might was this volley that had stayed the hand of the British
·e killed the man, but at this instant something occurred- captain as he was about to draw his sword: to cut Mr.
rise."
You are right, sir; we'll keep our eyes open and no
Is will take us by surprise."
There," said the officer, with an air of satisfaction,
e turned back toward the kitchen, "if you are expectany rebels to come to your assistance it will do no
. I tell you, I run a hard man to get the better of!"
he officer had reached the kitchen door by this time,
as he glanced through the doorway a cry of rage esd his lips. The glance had shown him that the girl
gone. \Yhile he was talking to his man Jackson,
ie had risen and stolen out of the kitchen. She had
e out of doors, but the redcoat supposed she had gone

I

Somers down.
·turn his attention in another direction :
"I'll settle with you later!" he lussed to :Mr. Somers,
he sound of a Yolley from at least a hYndred muskets
s heard, _and following close upon the heels of the roar and then he dashed out of the house to see a sight which
almost caused his blood to run cold with horror. He saw
the volley rose shrieks, yells and curses.
one-third of his force down in the road, dead and wounded,
with the snorting horses 1.iclring and plunging about on
the bodies, and as fue shrieks, groans and cul'Ses went up a
cry of rage escaped his lips and he dashed forward.
CHAPTER IX.
"At them, nien !" he roared. "Charge the scoundrels!~'
Crash-roar !
THE "LIBERTY BOYS" STRIKE A BLOW.
Another volley rang out and fifteen to tweniy- of the
When Andy Jackson got safely out of the house he drew redcoats went down. This was too much, and the rest
whirled their horses and rode away at tlle top of the
bres.th of relief.
"Xow 1 am all right," he said to himself; "I will hurry animals' speed. The captain, seeing that he was left
alone, leaped upon his horse and dashed away in pursuit.
tl warn Dick Slater of the presence of the redcoats."
When he overtook his men be ordered them to halt, and
He ran at the top of his speed towarcl the timber at the
r of the stable. He entered the path, hastened onward when they had done so be upbraided them for :fleeing.
"Wby didn't you charge the scoundrels as I orde1'€d
rsugh the timber and was soon in the little open space
you to do?" he asked.
which the "Liberty Boys" were encamped.
He hastened to where Dick Slater was sitting, talking I '<rt would have been suicide to do so, captain," ~aid one.
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"It certainly would!" from another.
"lilarion's or Sumpter's, eh?"
"Yes, there must be a large force of the rebels."
I "Yes-or both together."
"''I think we are lucky to get off as well as we have." I "That is probably it," with a nod. "We~l, the que
"I don't think there is a large force there," the cap- 1 is: What are we going to do about it?"
ta in said; "I don't believe there is more than one hundred,
The captain shook his head.
and we had that many men."
"I don't know," he said.
"Yes, 'had' that many men," replied one soldier, em"Would you like to go after the scoundrels with
phasizing the "had."
~trong force, captain?"
"I am aware that we haven't that many men now," was
The officer's face lighted up.
the sullen reply; "but how happens it, Jackson, that you
"I would!" he replied eagerly.
were taken by surprise? I warned you to have your eyes
"Very well_; take as many men as you think you
<.>pen."
need and go after them."
"I know you did, and '\\e did the best we could. The
"Right away?"
first we knew that there 1ras an enemy near was when the
"Yes; the quicker, the better."
scoundrels poured in that deadly volley upon us."
"True; for they are likely to get away otherwise."
"They are a dangerous lot of men, I tell you!" from
"Kill or disperse the scoundrels, captain, if you
another of the redcoats.
counter them."
"Oh, they ~ook you by surprise and at a disadvantage?
"I will do so !"
_With a fair chance I have no doubt you could whip them
After a few more minutes of conversation the capt
easily."
withdrew and went to his own quarters. He went
"Yes; buCgetting the fair chance, that is the difficulty." work getting up the party to go after the "rebels,"
"Well, the question now is: What shall we do?" the there was no difficulty in getting all the men he want
t.:aptain said.
Indeed, all the soldiers were eager to go.
· The men said it was more than they could say what
Captain Hendricks selected three hundred men, a
should be done.
then he set out. They rode as rapidly as was possible,
. "'We mustn't go away and leave our wounded men lying] two hours later were at the home of Mr. Somers.
there to die of their wounds and suffer untold agony," the
Here everything was quiet. The house was dark and
captain said.
was evident that the inmates were in bed.
The rest concurred in this view of the case.
Captain Hendricks ordered that a thorough search
There was only one thing to do under the circumstances, the ground in the vicinity of the house be made, and
11nd the British captain did it. He sent a flag of truce, men began the work. They fotlnd the little basin at
askin& that his force be allowed to return and minister to back of the farmer's stable, surrounded by the timber,
the wounded men, and the messe,nger came back soon and saw that there had been a camp here recently; but n
£.aid that the permission had been granted.
there was no one there.
They went back and buried their dead and carried their
"Here is where the scoundrels were encamped when t
wounded away in rudely devised blanket hammockS";
attacked us," said the captain, with an oath. "This far
They made their way back to Hanging Rock, and the is undoubtedly a rebel. nnd knew they were encamped h
X!::tptain went at once to the commander of the force there -and, yes, I see it all now! When that boy left the ho
and reported. The officer, a general, listened in amaze- saying he would go and turn the horses into the pas
ment, and when the other had finished an exclamation of he went to inform the rebels of our presence. Yes,
.1mger escaped him.
is it. I see it all now when it is too late."
·" Do you mean to tell me that yoll have lost half your
'I'he captain was angry and disgusted, to think that
force, Captain Hendricks?" he asked.
had permitted himself to be fooled so easily by pe.
' "Well, not half my force-about thirty men dead, sir; upon whom he had looked with contempt.
we have a dozen severely wounded, however."
him the more determined to find the "rebels," and ·
"Humph! Have you any idea regarding the identity vengeance upon their l
Qf the scoundrels who did the work?"
"Keep on searching, m~n," he said; "they must be
"No, save that it must have been one or more of the this vicinity. I don't believe they are far away."
partisan rebel bandR operating in thi~ part of the country."
The captain was pretty ~hre1nl in his way, and
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"I haYe already told you that I do not know, so how
for thinking the patriot force \ms near at hand was
be felt confident it would remain near at hand, in could I possibly tell?"
"But I know you do know!"
to be where it could render the patriot family assist"You are mistaken, sir."
in case the British attempted to burn the house or
The captain eyed t.l1e man searchingly for . a few moother injury.
e soldiers sem;ched for hours, and could not find any roents, and Mr. Somers met the gaze unflinchingly.
"Where is your son?" Captain Hendricks asked,
of the patriots, and at last, almost worn out, they
into camp in the road in front of the house. Sen- presently.
"1Iy son ?"
were placed so as to make it impossible for the force
"Yes."
taken by surprise, and then the weary soldiers lay
have no son."
"I
sleep.
to
went
and
"You haven't?" in surprise.
e redcoats came very near eating Mr. Somers out of
meal
morning
the
when
and
"No."
morning,
next
and home
"Then who was the boy at the table with you last night~
ended Captain Hendricks engaged Mr. Somers in conand who went out and warned the rebels that we were
here."
hat is your name, sir?" he asked, sternly.
"The boy was a boy who works for me; but I don't
illiam Somers," was the reply.
know what you mean by saying that he warned the rebel&
And you are a rebel?"
it."
deny
to
that you were here."
I suppose it would do no good fur me
"Oh, don't you?" sneeringly.
Xot a bit!"
"~o."
No; for you wouldn't believe me."
"Well, you needn't think you can fool me, my man!',.
certainly would not."
"I am not trying to fool you."
"o I thought."
"Yes, you are; but it won't work. I know as well as
ell me where that rebel force went."
you do that the boy went out to the little basin back of
r. Somers shook his head.
the stable, where the rebels were encamped, and told them
can't do that, sir."
we were here."
"I don't know what you mean." Mr. Somers, for a
novice, did some very creditable acting.
The captain laughed.
"Oh, yes, you do!"
"I assure you I do not."
"Do you mean to say that you did not know that a force
•
of rebels was encamped in your own grounds and within
-ou don't believe me?"
a stone's throw of your house?"
0 !"
•
"Certainly I do, sir."
nevertheless."
am telling you the truth,
"\\ell, that simply proves that you are a great liar!"
ah! you can't fool me."
"Oh, well, it is useless £or me to deny anything, I see,"
am not trying to do so."
with a sigh of resignation.
I know better."
"When I know that you are telling what is untrue, yes."
he farmer shook his heaci.
"I won't deny anything, sir. Just go ahead and make
Doubtless you think you do," he said; "but I assure
any kind of a case and I will not deny it or say you
out
that you ·. do not."

Y cu can't ?"
I cannot."
You mean you won't?"
No, I mean that I can't."
y can't you?"
ecause I don't kbow where it is."

You do know where that rebel force is!" The cap- are wrong."
"Bah! Then you refuse to tell me where the rebel
spoke' almost fiercely.
force is?"
No!"
"I don't know where it is."
I say, yes! And I want you to tell me where it is
"Bosh! But the boy, where is he?"
eted, do you hear?"
''I don't know that, either."
I hear, yes."
"He isn't here, then?"
Then tell me."
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as he gazed after the redcoats; '•but if the two forces
"
"He didn't come back after 'turning the horses into together I hope the 'Liberty Boys' will be victorious!
the pasture'?" in a mocking tone.
"No."
"That's too bad; you should go and look after him. It
CHAPTE R X.
is probable that the horses have kicked his brains out!"
"N'o, they didn't do that, for I did go and look."

"No."

"Ah, you did?"
"Yes."
"And saw no signs of him, eh?"
"None."
"Well, I'll :find him for you.ii
"You will ?"
"Yes; when I find the rebel force I will :find him with it."
"I don't think so."
"0 h, well, you are at liberty to think as you like; I
am confident that I am speaking only the truth. And I will
find the rebels, too, never fear! They will not be able

"TI-IE 'LIBERTY BOYS'' DE.A.D LINE."

i\hat had become of "The Liberty Boys of '76"?
After the engagement the preceding night, and
the redcoats had buried their dead and departed with
wounded, Dick and his comrades had held a council.
decided that the British would not rest until they
made an attempt to get even with them for striking
blow. 'I'his having been settled, it was easy to unders
what steps would be taken by the British. They w
hasten back to the spot with a strong force, eager to
hilate the "'rebels."
"And they must not :find us when they get here,"

to escape me."
"I hope you may do so."
Dick.
"You don't hope any such thing."
The. others concurred in this view of the case, an
"Yes, I do." Ur. Somers made the mental observation,
down the
however, that he hoped the redcoats would get soundly was finally decided that they would ride on
their horses deep in the woods
1 a mile or so and hide
thra-shed if they found the "rebels."
1
and
'•All right; yun will get your wish. We will :find the make a camp, and then they could have scouts
redcoats,
rebels before this day is ended and will wipe them off the out, to keep watch for the coming of the
them.
over
watch
when they came to keep
:face of the earth."
the
"And we will hold ourselves in readiness for in
with
so
do
to
"I shonld think you would be able
action, in c~se they go to burn Mr. Somers' house o
:force you have."
"How many men have the rebels?" the captain asked, him any injury," said Dick.
"That's right," was the ·general cry.
quickly.
This course was followed out to the letter. 'l'here
•
"I don't know."
point a mile from l\Ir. Somers' house, where there
"Oh, don't you?" sarcastically.
steep hill, with timber on both sides of the road, and
"No."
river not far away. This would be a splendid place f
"I judged that you did from the way you spoke."
stand against the British, Dick reasoned, and they
"No, I know nothing whatever about the rebels."
deep
"That will do for you to say, but I know better, and their way to this point and led their horses
when I have run them to earth I will come back here and the timber and tied them to trees.
This done, a dozen o:-4the youths were sent back t
£ettle with you!" The captain's tane was fierce, and it was
scout and spy work in the vicinity of Mr. Somers' h
evident that he meant what he said.
I while the rest made a comfortable camp o:f the new
"You don't owe me anything."
Mr. Somers' folks ·had been instructed to go to bed
"Yes, I do; or, rather, you owe me something. Your
or
daughter, too, owes me a dozen kisses, and I am going to &ame as usual and as if nothing had happened
expected to happen, and they did so; but Anay Ja
collect them, too, never fear!"
Boys,"
Then the captain turned on his heel and mounting his asked permission to remain with the "Liberty
for he
happy,
was
He
granted.
horse rode down the road with the entire British :force of the permission was
a natural-born :fighter and soldier, and he was eag
three hundred at Iris heels.
"Jove ! I hope Dick Slater and his 'Liberty Boys' will I another chance at the British.
into camp
succeed in keeping out of their way!" the man murmured, , About midnight one of the scouts came
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ormation that the British were at the Somers house were coming down the road in the direction of the point
where the "Liberty Boys" were encamped, Dick's j.ilws
at they were- searching all around.
1
squared themselves and a determined light appeared in his
ey're looking for us," said Dick, calmly.
iat do you say to letting them find us, Dick?" ex- eyes.
"I was in hopes that they would return to Hanging
d·Bob Estabrook, eagerly.
1 in due time, Bob. We must size them up weli, Rock," he said; "but as they have not seen fit to do so
we will give them a warning, first, and if they don't take
j it, then we will give them a thrashing."
es, of course."
"That's the talk, Dick!" cried Bob Estabrook, who was
ow many of them are there, do you think, Mark?"
Dick of Mark Morrison, who was the scout that had one of those impulsive, hot-headed fellows. "I have only
should say that there are at least three hundred,

,,

one suggestion to make."
"What is that, Bob?"

"That we thrash 'em first and warn -fhem afterward.n
The youth laughed. He was used to Bob and his ways.
1!
"No, we will warn -them first," he said, "and if they
es, but we can get the advantage in some way, Dick, take the warning and turn back, well and good. We will
lick them!" declared Bob.
let them go ; but if they refuse to accept the warning,
e will b', governed by circumstances," said Dick, then there will be trouble."
ly. "If they give up the search and return to Hang"What kind of a warning are you going to give them,
Rock and do not attempt to do Mr. Somers' folks or Dick?"
rty any injury, it will perhaps be best to let them
"Come out to tbe road, everybody," was the reply, "and
ut if they stay and keep up the search for us, or if they I will show you.
pt to do Mr. Somers any harm, in any way, then we
The "Liberty Boys" hastened to obey, for they were
attack them."
not only curious to know what Dick intended doing, '!mt
is plan was followed out. A constant espionage was were, like Bob, eager for a chance at the redcoats.
up on the redcoats, and not a move they made was
\Yhen they reached the road Dick told them to take their
own to Dick, for he had a scout or spy report to him
places at the top of the nill. They did so, and then he
fifteen minutes. When at last the redcoats gave up
\miked half way down the hill and stuck up a small Liberty
search for the "Liberty Boys" and went into camp
flag or banner at either side of the road. This done, he
the night, Dick gave the matter of making an attack
went back up to where the rest were.
hem serious consideration. He finally gave up the idea,
"What does that mean, Dick?"
ever.
"Yes, tell us !"
I think it will be best to wait and see what they do
"Why -did you stick up the two flags?"
orrow," he said; "they may return without trying
"What kind of a warning do you call that?"
her to find us and without doing any damage to Mr.
"Explain, old man !"
ers. In that event we will let them go, as they are
Such were a few of the exclamations, and when the
strong for us to attack rashly."
youths had subsided Dick said:
But we might strike them a severe blow to-night, Dick,"
"I'll tell you what that meallil, boys: I hav.e made a
Bob.
and if the redcoats dare to cross it we will g()
Not such a 1ery strong blow, ;Bob, in my opinion, for dead line,
! Do you understand?"
boys say the redcoats have out a double row of sen- for them, red-hot
"Yes, yes!"
ls, and it would be impossible to take them by surprise."
"A dead line !-hurrah !"
Yes, that's so; well, do as you think best, Dick."
"That's an idea!"
d Dick did so. The ".Liberty Boys" lay down and
"And a good one!"
t to sleep, and all was quiet till morning, and then
"Yes, if they cross the dead line then we will make them
scouts and spies were set to work again and they kept
,...
ose watch on the actions of the British, and kept Dick wish they hadn't!"
said Diak; "when they
boys,"
exactly,
idea
the
is
"That
y informed.
en the scouts brought him word that the redcoats put in an appearance I will fir.st warn them Jlot to cr:oss
hree to one against us.

Well, that is pretty strong
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"You had better be warned and not cross the dead
~

the dead line, and if they do so they will know what to
expect.''
"So they will!"
"Yes, yes!"
"It's a great scheme!"
"They'll cross it, though, Dick, I'm thinking," said
:Mark Morrison.
"You think so?"
"'Yes."
"''Very well; then we will give them such a warm reception that they will be glad to retire.'~
"That's the talk!" cried Bob Estabrook, and a number,
.made remarks to the same effect.
"They will be here soon," said Mark ]'.\Iorrison.
"Yes, and we must be ready for them," said Dick; "boys,
:get ready, and remember that the instructions given you
.dozens of times before on such occasions, apply now. Take
deliberate aim before firing and don't waste a shot. That
.is the secret of our success in whipping the British so
'€asily on so many occasions."
"We'll attend to that part of it, all right, Dick," was
the reply.
At this instant the sound of horses, galloping, was heard,
.and a few moments later the British came into view around
.a bend, and perhaps a quarter of a mile distant. As Dick
;and the "Liberty Boys" were standing out in full view they
'Were seen instantly by the British, who gave utterance to
wild yells of delight, and spurred their horses to renewed
-speed.
When the redcoats had advanced till nearly to the point
where ·the flags were stuck in the ground the captain of
the "Liberty Boys" raised his arm and made a restraining
:gesture. The redcoats understood the meaning of the
:gesture and brought their horses to a stop.
Dick stood in front of the "Liberty Boys," erect and
'brave-looking.
"The line between those two flags is the dead line," he
-called out to the redcoats; "cross it, if you dare!"
The redcoats had evidently not noticed the flags, until
then, for they looked at the flags ,and then at one another.
"They seemed to hardly know what to think about the
illatter.
Captain Hendricks looked at the "Liberty Boys" in a
.speculative manner for a few moments and then to his
.men he said :
"It is just a scheme to try to frighten us off, but it
-won't work, eh, boys?"
"No, no ! Let's go for the rebel~!" was the cry.
.So loud was the chorus that I Dick heard and understood.

8

captain!" he called out. "If you do, you will regret
"Bah! you are simply trying to scare us off."
"No, I mean what I say."
"Humph! Who are you, anyway?"
"It doesn't matter who we are."
"I know who they air, capt' in!" called out a voice,
a man stepped out from among the trees near where
redcoats were. The man was Dave Winters.
"Who are they?" asked Captain Hendricks, who
rather curious regarding the matter.
"They air ther 'Liberty Boys,' thet's who they air!"
"The 'Libei,:ty Boys'!" exclaimed the officer, while
murs of surprise ran through the ranks of the redcoa
"Yas, an' thet feller whut's torkin' ter ye is Dick Slat
"Ah, ha! I've heard of you, Dick Slater, and of
'Liberty Boys,' too!" cried the captain.
"Have you?" replied Dick.
"Yes; and I must say that I am glad of this ch
to offer you battle."
"Are you?"
"Yes. I have often wished for a chance at you, fo
have never believed you were the fighters you were
lo be, and I wanted the chance to prove it."
"Oh, you did?"
"Yes."
"Well, here's your chance, then; go right in and p
it-if you can!"
"All right!" was the prompt reply. "Forward,
and charge the insolent rebels! Wipe them off the face
the earth!"
The last part of the speech was shouted out, and
wild yells the redcoats urged their horses up the slope
gallop. The troopers drew their swords as they cam~
brandished the gleaming blades in the air.
Dick, seeing they were going to have all the chance in
world for doing deadly work, told the boys to take car
aim. Then he gave the command to fire.
Orash-ro.a r ! the volley rang out, and so careful
the "Liberty Boys" been of their aim, that terrible
cution was done. At least seventy-five of the redc
went down, dead and wounded, and the wild shrieks, y
and curses were terrible to hear.
Wild with rage and eager t,o get revenge for the terr·
devastation within their ranks, the redcoats dashed f
ward, but when they reached the top of the hill they fo
nobody there to be cut down.
The "Liberty Boys" were old hands at this sort of b
ness, and were not the youths to stand and permit the
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South quite a while,
It was their game, always, to kill 1 The "Liberty Boys" were in the
adventures while there, soon making
any of the enemy as possible, with the least po sible and had some lively
a reputation as they already had
ger to themselves; but when the necessity arose, where for thcmselv-es as great
e was nothing else to do, there were none who could in the North.
to be cut

d~nrn.

I

d their ground more bravely or fight more desperately.
When they had fired the volley they had retreated to the
ter of the timber at the side of the road, and the innt the redcoats reached the top of the hill, the "Liberty
ys" poured two terrible volleys into the packed mass,
m their pistols. At such short range the execution was

THE

END.
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d scores of the redcoats fell.
It was too much for them and they could not bring themves to stand their ground, but whirled their horses'
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Capt. Thos. If. Wilson.
Gray W11lves; or, Fightin g A Crafty King.
By
Howard Austin.
153 Worth a Million ; or, A Boy's Fight for Justi
154 The Drunka rd's Warnin g; or, The Fruits ce. By Allyn Draper. 1-06 The Palace of Gold; or, The Secret of a Lost
of
Race. By Richard
the
Wine
Cup
. By
R. lllontgo mery.
Jno. B. Dowd.
107 Jack Wright •s Submar ine Catam aran;
155 The Black Diver; or, Dick Sherma n In the
or, The Phanto m Ship of
Gulf. By Allan Arnold.
156 The Haunte d Belfry: or, the Myster
Yellow Sea. By .. Nonam e."
y of the Old Church Tower. ms A the,,
Monte Cristo at 18; or, From Slave to Avenge
By Howard Austin.
r. By Allyn
Draper.
157 The House with 'l'hree Window s. By Richard
R. Montgo mery. 199 The Floatin g Gold Mine;
158 Three Old Men of the Sea; or, The Boys
or,
Adrift
In
an
Unknow
of
n Sea. By
Grey
Rock
Beach.
Capt. Thos. II. Wilson.
By Capt. Thos. H. Wiison.
200 Moll Pitcher 's Boy; or, As Brave as
159 3,000 Years Old; or, 'l'he Lost Gold Mine
His
of the Hatche pee Hills. '
Mother
.
By Gen' I
Jas. A. Gordon .
Bsty !An ltlyne Incera. per':· Ho"•a"rd Austin.
160 LO
h
201 "We." By Richard R. Montgo mery.
>Y
161 The Yellow Diamon d; or, Groping in the Dark.
202 J ack Wright ancl His Ocean Racer; o '.
By Jas. C. Merrlcc .
Around the World in
20 Days. By ";s'onam e."
162 The Land of Gold: or, Yankee J ack's
tralia. By Richard R. lllontgo me rl. Advent ures in Early Aus- 203 The Boy Pionee rs; or, Trackin g an Indian Treasur
e. By Allyn
Draper.
1()3 On the Plains with Buffalo Bili; or, '.Iwo
Years In the Wild West. 204 Still Alarm Sam,
By an Old Scout.
the Daring Boy F'irema n; or, Sure to Be On
164 The Cavern of Fire: or, The Thrillin g Ad.-ent
Hand. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden .
ures of Profess or 20;; Lost on the Ocean; or,
Hardca stle and Jack Merton . By
Ben BJuo:·s Last Voyage . By Capt. '.rhos.
Draper.
II. Wil~on.
165 Water-J ogged; or, Lost in the Sea ofAi1yn
Grass. By Capt. Thos. H. 2()6 Jack Wright
and His Electri c Canoe; or, Workin g In
Wilson .
the
166 Jack Wright , the Boy Invento r: or, Explori
Revenu e Service . By "N'onam
His Magnet ic "Hurric ane." By "~oname ." ng Central Asia in 207 Give Him a Chance ; or, How e."
Tom Curtis Won His Way. By
Howard Austin .
167 Lot 77; or, Sold to the Highes t Bidder.
By Ri chard R. Mont· 208 Jack and I ; or,
gomery .
The Secrets of King Pharao h's Caves.
By
Richard H. l\Ionti;o mery.
~~~ ~hetBi°yi2tdir~st; or, 1±%00/ liles in tcatoe ·
J as.
111erri~t. 209 Buried 5,000 Years ; or, The Treasu
ap a n ·
, d r.; or,
e reasure un ers. o
ong 1s an ,
re
of
the
Aztecs.
y
By
_Draper
Allyn
1
.
1
A Ian Arno .
210 Jack Wright 's Air and Water Cutter ; or,
170 The Red Leathe r Bag. A Weird Story
o! Land and Sea. Sy
on the Wing and Afloat. By .. Nonam e."Wonde rful Advent ures
Howard Austin.
211 The Broken Bottle: or, A Jolly
171 "The Lone Star"; or, The Masked Riders
Good Fellow. A True Temper of
Texas.
By
Allyn
ance
Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
Draper.
212 Slipper y Ben: or, The Boy Spy of the
172 A New York Boy out With Stanley ; or, A J
Revolu tion . By Gen· 1
ourney
Throug
h
Africa.
Jas.
A. Gordon .
By J ns. C. Merritt .
213 Young Davy C'ro~kett; or, The Hero of
173 AHoat With Captain Nemo ; or, The Myster
Silver Gulch. By An
y
of
Whirlpo
ol
lsland.
Old
Scout.
By Capt. 'J'hos. H. Wilson.
214 Jack Wright and His Magnet ic lllotor;
174 Two Boys' Trip to an Unknow n Planet.
or, The Golden City of
By
Richard
R.
Mont·
the
Sierras
gomery .
. By ";s'onam e."
215 Little lilac, '1."he Boy Engine er; or, Bound
175 The Two Diamon ds; or, A Myster y of the
To Do His Best. By
South African Mines
Jas. C. Merritt .
By Howard Austin.
216 The Boy :llfoney King; or, Workin g In
176 Joe. the Gymna st; or, Three Years Among
Wall
Street. A Story '
the
Japs.
By
Allan
of
a
Smart N~w York Boy. By H. K. Shackle
Arnold.
ford.
.
217 "!." A Story of Strange Advent
177 Jack Hawtho rne, of No Man's Land; or, An
ure.
By
Richard
Uncrow
R. l\lontned
King.
gomery
.
By "Nonnm e."
218 Jack Wright , The Boy Invento r. and His
178 Gun-Bo at Dick; or, Death Before Dishon or.
Water Iroocla C.-.
By Jas. C. Merritt .
or, The 'l.'reasu re of the Sandy Sea! ByUnder"Nonam e."
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No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
OK.-Cont aining a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
st famous eud men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
·s wonderful little book.
R.No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKE
Dutch
ntaining a varied assortmen t of stump speeches, Negro, amused Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home
nt and amateur shows.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER .-Contain ing foul"
teen illustration s, giving the different positions requisite to becom'
frou.
a good speaker, reader and elocutionis t. Also containing gems
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the ::nos
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE .-Giving rules for conducting de;
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the bea
sources for procuring informatio n on the questions given.

SOCIET Y.

3. ~OW TO ~L~RT.-The arts. and wiles <_>f flirtation ar~
ve~~Ifn~~~~i~e.°~;~r~ 1 No.expl8:med
',~· J~K~BBi~~YSSo~t~~~e!~~cf
by this httle book. . Besides the vari_ous ?Deth.ods o.
h Id obtain this book as it contains full instruction s for or- fully
ha.ndkerchief,_ fan, glove, parasol, wmdow. and hat flirtat1on, 1~ coi;i
~i~i;u an amatenr minst~el troupe.
of flowers, which 11
~ams a .full hst of the language and sentimentYou
MULDOO N'S JOKES.- This is one of the most original
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cannot be happy
to everybody, both old and young.
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ntains a large collection of _songs, jo~es,
It contains full instruc
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by
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book
little
of
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pra.ctic!J-1
and
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errence Muldoon, the great
in the art of dancina etiquette in the ballroom and at parties
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y.
immediatel
IOns or ca mg o m a popu ar square.
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No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR- Containin g comto Jove
guide
complete
No. ·5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A
ete _instructio ns. how to m8:ke up for various characters on the courtship
giving sensible advice, rules and etiquetttJ
marriage,
and
Prompter,
Manager,
Stage.
the
of
duties
the
with
ag~, togi:ther
with many curious and interesting things not genemc Artist and Property Man. By a promment St!lg.e Manager. to be observed '
No. 80. GUS WILLIAM S' JOKE BOOK.-C ontammg the lat- e all k
r Nt. 17~wHOW TO DRESS.-C ontaining full instruction in thgi
t jokes, anecdotes and funny. stories .of this world-re~owned and art
of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving th"
handsome
pages•
Sixty-four
comedian.
Gerl:!1a.n
er popular
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
lored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.
th"'
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEACTIF UL.-One ofworld.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the
HOUSE KEEPIN G.
and
male
to become beautiful, both
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN .-Contain ing Everybody wishes to know howand
almost costless. Read this book
II instruction s for constructin g a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple,
beautiful.
become
to
how
beautiful
and be convinced
r country, and the most approved methods for raising
owers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubBIRDS A ND AN IMALS .
shed.
books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-H andsomel y illustratedof anc'
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-O ne of the most instructive meats,
th'
nt and training
n cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cookingkinds of containing full instruction s for the manageme
canary, mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
h, game and oysters ; also pies, puddings. cakes and a ll
No. 30. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY . PIGEONS AND:
astry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
RABBIT S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsome ly illus
oks.
r
fo
n
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE. -It contains informatio
hintf!
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-I ncluding bird1.
verybody, boys, gi-rls, men and women; it will teach you how to,
cmaments
parlor
as
such
house,
the
how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and
around
on
ake almost anything
n
Harringto
rackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated . By J.
Keene.
ELECTR ICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMAL S.-A valu·
de- able book, giving instruction s in collecting, preparing, mountin&J
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTR ICITY.-A
; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
ICription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism
No. 54. IIOW TO KEEP AND MA:XAGE PETS .-Giving com•
>ogether with full instruction s for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
keeping,
ilfifty
over
plete informatio n as to the manner and method of raising,
tc. By George Trebel, A. M:., M. D. Containing
ful!
taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets: also giving
ustrations.
twentyby
Fully explained
No. 64. HOW T O MAKE ELECTRI CAL MACHIN BS.-Con- instruction s for making cages,theetc.
kindl
the
of
book
complete
most
ining full directions for making electrical mac;hines, induction eight illustration s, making it
:oils, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. ever published. ,
Ry R . A. R . Bennett. Fully illustrated .
M ISCELL ANEOU S.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRI CAL TRICKS. -Containi ng a
in
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIE "TIST.- A useful and ex·
arge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry ; also ant.
ogether with illustration s. By A. Anderson.
chemistry,
,
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathemati cs·
directions for making fireworks, colored fires and gas balloone,
ENTER TAINME NT.
· '
Harry This book cannot be equaled.
No. 9. HOW T O BECOME A VENTRIL OQUIST. J:ly reading
fo!iNo. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY. -A complete handbook
g:ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy multi- making
etc. etc.
essences,
all kinds of candy, ice cream, syrups,
his book of instruction s, by a practical professor (delighting
!.
DISTA.NC
STATES
UNITED
S
No. 19. FRANK TOUSEY'
the
udes every night with his wonderful imitations ), can master
iving the;
It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPAN ION AND GUIDE.-GStates
rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends.
and!
distances on all the railroads of the "Cnited
reatest book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.A official
Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, hacl-,
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERT AIN AN EVENING PARTY.- m Canada.
makinf
etc.,
etc.,
census,
the
of
reports
fares in the principal cities,
rery valuable little book just published. A complete compendiu
it one of the most complete and band~ books published. .-A won•
f games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations , etc., suitable
the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOl\IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR
for
more
lor parlor or drawing-ro om entertainm ent. It contains
tht1
derful book, containing useful and prnctical informatio nto ineveey
noney than any book p.ublished .
diseases and ailments common
ordinary
of
treatment
little
useful
&nd
complete
-A
GAMES.
PLAY
TO
- No. 35. HOW
Abounding in useful and effective recipes for 'general com
k, containing the rules and regulation s of billiards, bagatelle, family.
plaints.
;:ckgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-C onall
' o. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUND RUMS.-C ontaining
valuable informatio n regarding the collecting and arrangint
catches
taining
curious
riddles,
amusing
day,
the
of
s
conundrum
"'1 e leading
of stamps and coins. Handsome ly illustrated.
nd witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTI VE.-By Old King Brady,
little
No. ~2: HOW TO PLAY CA.J;lDS: -A complet!! and handy Cribthe world-know n detective. In which he Jays down some valuabl
~ook, g1vmg the rules and full d1rect1ons for playmg Euchre
sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventuref
'>age, Casino, Fort;r-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw 'Poker and
experience s of well-known detectives.
~uction Pitch. All ~ours and many other popular games of cards'. and
.-Contain
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOG RAPHERto
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES .-Contain ing over three hunwork it
informatio n regarding th.e Camera and how
ired interesting _puzzle_s and conundruq is with key to same. A ing useful
and othe..
Slides
Lantern
Magic
hic
Photograp
make
to
how
also
Anderson.
A.
By
.
illustrated
Fully
book.
~ompJ~e
Transparen cies. Handsome ly illustrated . By Captain W. De W
Abney.
ETIQ UETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILIT.A.Rs~
TE.-It
. No. 13. }IOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUET to
Containin g full explanatio ns how to gain admittanc
CADET.know
desires
man
young
every
that
one
and
.1 a great life secret,
PBa'
course of Study, Examinati ons, Duties, Staff of Officers,shoul
~M about. There's happiness in it.
·
Police Regulation s, Fire Departmen t, and all a boy
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE .-Contain ing the rules and eti- Guard,
authore
know to be a Cadet. ·Compiled and written by Lu Senarens,
quette of good society and the easiest and most approved methods
Cadet."
"How to Become a Naval
of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre ' church of No.
63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.- Complete in
and in the drawing-ro om.
Nav
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis
'
Academy. Alse containing the course of instruction , descri-ptio:l
DECLA MATION .
a bo
everytbling
and
sketch,
l
historica
buildings,
and
greunds
of
IONS.
RECITAT
OF
BOOK
AND
RECITE
TO
HOW
No. 27.
know to become an officer in the United States Na!f. Com
-:-Containi ng the !Dost popular selections in use, comprising Dutch shouidand
written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces ' together piled
Military <>Jadet."
Point
West
readings.
lfith many 1tandaC'd
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TUE LIBEBTY BDYS OF '76.

A W eel~ly Magaz ine containing Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOO RE.

These stor ies a.re based on actual facts and give a, fa.ithfu 1
accoun t of the excitin g adven tures of a, brave band of Ameri can
youths who were alway s ready and willin g to imper il their liv es
for the sake of. helpin g a.long the gallan t ca.use of Indepe ndence ,
Every numbe r will consis t of 32 large pages of r eading matter,
bound in a, beauti ful colore d cover.
I.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The Liberty Boys of '76; or, Fighting for Freedom.
The Liberty Boys' Oath; or, Settling With the British and Tories.
The Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, Uelping General Washington.
The Liberty Boys on Hand; or, Always in the lti~ht l'lace.
The Liberty Boys' Nerve; or, Not Afraid of the h.ing's J\linlons.
The Liberty Boys' Defiance: or, "Catch and Hang !..is ir You Can."
The Liberty Boys in Demand; or, The Champion Spies of the
Revolution.
8 'l'he Liberty Boys' Hard Fight; or, Beset by British and Tories.
9 The Liberty Boys to the Rescue; or, A Host Within Themselves.
10 The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape; or, A Neck-aod-1\ec k Race
With Death.
11 The Lib~rty Boys' Pluck; or, Undaunted by Odds.
1 2 The Liberty Boys' Peril; or, 'l.'hreatened from ail Sides.
13 The Liberty Boys' r .uck; or, Fortune Favors the Brnve.
1 4 The Liberty Boys' Ruse; or, Foolini; the British.
1 5 The Liberty Boys' '!'rap, and What They Caught in It.
16 The Liberty Boys Puzzled; or, The Tories' Clever S cheme.
1 7 The Liberty Boys' Great Stroke; or, Capturing a Bi·itish Man-OC·
War.
1B The Liberty Boys' Challenge; or, Patriots vs. Redcoats.
~ The Liberty . Boys Trnpped; or, The Beautiful Toi·y .
20 The L iberty ' Boys' Mistake; or, "Wl.Jat Might nave Been."
21 'l.'he Liberty Boys' .l<'ine Work; or, Doing Things Up Brown.
22 The Liberty Boys at Bay; or, 'rhe Closest Call of All.
2 3 The Liberty Boys un Their Mettle; 01", Making It Warm ro r the
Redcoats.
2 4 The Liberty Boys' Double Victory; or, Downing the Hedcoats and
Tories.
25 The Liberty Boys Suspected; or, Taken for British Spies.
26 The Liberty Boys' Clever Trick; or, Teaching the Redcoats a
Thing or 'l'wo.
27 T h e Libertr, Boys' Good Spy Work; or, With the Redcoats In
P h llade ph la.
2 R Tbe Liberty Boys' Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the Brand y
w ine.
29 The Llh<>rty Bo.vs' Wild R ide; or, A Dash to Save a l~ort.
31) The Li be r ty Boys In a Fix; or. 'l'hreatened by lteds and
ites
3 1 The L iber ty Boys' Big Contract; or, H olding Arnold in Wh
Check
3 2 T be L ibe rty Boys Shadowed ; or, After Diok Slater ror Revenge
113 T he Liber ty noys Duped: or. The Friend Who Was an Enemy.
114 The Liberty Boys' Fake Surrender; or, 'l'be Ruse Thnt Succeeded
3:> The L iber ty Boys' Signal; or, "At the C'ia ng of the Be ll."
3 G The Libert y Boys' Daring Work; or, lti sklng Life for Liberty' •
C1111• <".
37 T h e Liberty Ro.vs' Pr ize. and Row They Won It.
31! T he J.l ber ty Roys' Plot; or, 'l'h e P lan That Won.
3 !1 T h e Llhert.v Roys' Great Hau l ; or, Taking Everything la Sigh t
4 1) 'l.'h e Liberty Roys' F lush Times: or, Reveling in British Gold.
4 1 The T,lberty Roys In a Snare: or, Almost 'l't·apped.
4 :? T !:re LlbPrty Roys' Brave Rescue: or, I n t h e Nick of Time.
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11
45
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'17
48

'.l:'he Liberty Boys' Big Day; or, Doing Business by Wholesale.
The Liberty Bo.vs' Net; or, Catching the Redcoats and Tories.
The Liberty Boys Worried : or, The Disappearan ce of Dick Slater
The Lillerty Boys' Iron Grip: or. Squeezing the Redcoats.
The Liberty Boys' Success: or. Doing What 'l'hel Set Out to
The Liber·ty Boys' Sethack: or, Defeated. But Not Disgraced. Do
19 The Lihert.v Boys in ' l'ory ville: o r. Dick Slater's l•'earful Risk
50 The Liberty Boys Aroused : or-. Rtriking Strong Blows for Libert.1
n The Liberty Boys' Triumph : or. Beat ing the R edcoats at 'l'hei1
Own (Llme.
52 The Liberty Boys' Scare; or. A Miss as Good as a Mile.
5;{ 'l'he Libe rty Boys· Danae r ; or. l•oes on All Sides.
'>4 The Liberty Jloys' I"li1?i1t: or. A \'er.v !\arrow Escape.
5r; The Liberty Boys· Strategy: 01·. Out-Generali ng t he F:nemy
GG The Liberty Bo.)'s· W :um Work: or, :>bowing the Redcoats .ITO\\
to I•'ight.
'l'he Liberty Bovs· " Pu h" ; or, nonnd to Get Them.
~.s The Liberty Boys' Desperate Charge: or, \\'ith ··~rad
Aatboay'
at Stony l'oint.
:\() 'l'he Liberty Do.vs' Justice. And Uow Tbey Dealt It Out .
(iO The Liberty Boys Bombarded: 01-. A \'ery \\'arrn '1'11ue.
(;1 The Liberty Boys' Sealed Orders: 01-. Going it Blind.
li2 The Liberty Boys' Oaring Strnke; or, With "Ligllt-1!01·se H arry"
at Paulus l!ook .
r.3 The Liberty Boys' Live ly 'l'itnes: or, llere. There and E\'erywhere
!.i4 Tile Liberty Boys' "Lone II and··; 01-. l~ig hting A~nins t Greal
Odds.
tiG Tbe Liberty Bo)•s' Mascot: or, The Idol of the Company.
66 The Libert,v Boys' Wrath: o r . Going for the l:tedcoats ltough shod
67 The Liberty Ho.vs· Battie for Life: or. The Hardest Struggle ot
All.
r.s The L1b<>rty Boys' Lost: or. The Trap That Did :\'ot Work.
69 'l'he Liberty Boys' "Jonn.h"; or. 'l'he Yunth \\' ho "Queered" E•·erything
70 The Liberty Boys' Decoy; or, Baiting the British.
71 Th e Libert~· Bors Lured: 01", The Snare the 1;;nem.v Set.
72 The Liberty Roys' Ransom : or. In the II ands of the Tory Outlaws.
~:.I The Libe rty Boys as Sleuth-Uoun ds: or. Trailing Benedi
ct Ar·
nold.
74 The Liberty Boys "Swoop" : or. Scattering the Redcoats Like
C' h alf.
7f. The Libertv Roys· "llot Time": or. Lively \York in Old Virginia.
76 The Libert\. Boys' Daring Scheme; or, Their !'lot to Capture the
King' s Son .
77 'l'he Liberty Boys' Bold Move: or, Into the J<~nemy's Countr)'.
78 The Libert.y Boys' Beacon Light; or. The Signal on the l\1011111.ain.
79 The L ibert)' BoyR' ll onor; or. The Pro111ise That Wa• Kept..
80 'l'he Liberty Bors' ' 'Ten Strike": or. Bowling the British 01· c 1".
8 1 The Liber t.v Boys' Gra.tilurle. u.ncl How they Showed it..
82 Tile Liberty Hors am! the Georl(ia Giant; or. A Hard Mnn t.o Ha11dle.
83 The Liberty Jloy8' De11d Line: or. "Cross it. if yo " Dar<1!"
84 'l'h .. Liberty Bu.rs· l loo·Dooed;" or, Trouble nt Every Turn.
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